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THE THRIFT SHOP
The Thrift Shop will be open every [
afternoon and Saturday evening this
week, when it will close, until October.
We wish to thank all the people who
have donated so many articles and
we ask earnestly that you save things
for us. When winter clothing is dis
carded, and spring house-cleaning;
comes around, purely there will b» '
many garments which will be received
gladly next fall. Please remember
the Thrift Shop. We count on you.
C. Buffum, chairman of Collection
Committee.

Everything For Easter

CARINFS

MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

DENTAL NOTICE

During this month I will extract
teeth by my painless process for
One-half Price. Other work at a
Discount. My main reason for
this is, I find many who are not
earning much this winter and
cannot afford to pay from $2 to $5
for having a tooth removed.
Work done by appointment only.
DR. J. H. DAMON, Dentist

Tel. 1203-W

Rockland
26T38

Above we see the gallant crew j
which appeared before the Con
gressional committee on Commerce
in Washington, D. C. March 1st.
In addition to the Maine lobster
fishermen there are shown in the
group Commissioner Horatio D.
Crie, - under whose direction the
Washington invasion was planned;
Mr. Burdick, representing the lob-j
ster fishermen of Rhode Island ; Dr. •
Weeks, representing the lobster
fishermen of Connecticut and Rep- [
recentatives Nelson and Snow,
The women in the group are Mrs.1
Weeks and Miss Elizabeth Craig.;
a Washington press correspondent,
Maine’s fishermen eagerly await the
committee’s report.
I
“The lobster fishermen of Maine
Examine the new Lynn combination
cones at Crie’s. They give 25 per
cent more heat.—adv.

LYNN

Range Oil Burner
A marvel in beauty of design and near approach to
mechanical perfection
You Save when you buy a LYNN and you save every
hour you operate it
NEW FEATURES of the DE DUXE LYNN are:

NEW telescoping pedestal bottle stand with its satin silver and
polished nickel finish.
NEW packingless LYNN valve, eliminating the chance for oil to
leak from the valve to the floor.
NEW type wicks making starting
very rapid.
NEW combustion rones creating a
burner of intense heat giv
ing unfailing high oven tem
peratures.
A LYNN

brings you everything you
want in a range oil burner

Volume 87....................... Number 33

A LOVE FEAST INDEED

Keating set forth the delicious turkey
supper. In the ante-room an or
chestra played popular airs, and all
was lovely. The goose hung high.
“We’re playing to a full house," re
marked Toastmaster Pike, in opening the post-prandial exercises.
He called upon Mayor Charles M.

tributed, he said that the average
citizen pays. The situation shocked
him when he contemplated1 it.
"A taxation of 60 is not uncom
mon, especially when there is no in
dustrial plant," said the speaker, “and
in one town the tax rate is 105. This
is not taxation; it is confiscation. The
situation is appalling. For this I have
no panacea, no cure-all. There is
only one remedy—thrift, economy,
self-denial, the prudent use of public
money.”
Visioning himself as elected gov
ernor Mr. Perkins said that between
election day and the convening of
[ Legislature he purposed to lay before
' Legislature his rcommendations relaI tlve to the budget tor the ensuing two
i years backed by the recom.mendaj tions of a quasi board' of directors
composed of the best business men of
the State.
• « * •

surely used good judgment
choosing their delegates," savs which thev presented their subject. * !ar!\e amount of taxable property.
Commissioner trie.
1 hey were I am very proud of the delegation j,anipd
excefslve d<,mands on the
men to he proud of, attending all and want to thank every member poor department The local banks
meetings in a body, every one pres- for the hearty support he gave me. have bncn generous and patient in ,
ent. Each one attended to the I also want to thank the entire dele-i ^e matter of short time loans, but in
common with banks all over the
duties assigned to him without hesi- gation, who represent the Pine Tree country,
have expressed a desire that I
tation, and every man doing the State in Congress, for their in- the citv curtail expenses and take
work assigned to him with a deter- dividual attention. They did all carp of its obligations.
The City Council made a thorough I
mination to do all possible to ac- that could be done to help the delestudv of the situation and their ap
complish results.
j gation of fishermen.
made curtailments in all
‘‘The delegates did their utmost! “The Maine Coast Mission So- propriations
departments. Tlie school appropria
to convince the committee that their! cietv is always on deck in the time tions are the largest hence seriously
mission to Washington was for a of need and their able representa- ( felt the cut. The school committee,
worthy cause. Every delegate who tive, Rev. Orville J. Guptill joined
an effort to meet the lowerPd apwas called on. gave valuable testi- us. His knowledge of conditions , ^nts8 which dr°hough' of^admittod
niony in a pleasing manner. 1 can't along the Maine seaboard made his worth, seemed least essential, The
help feeling that the Maine delega-; testimony before the Committee move is not permanent.
That the savings thus far made
tion made a lasting impression with [ very valuable and should be apprethe committee, bv the straightfor- i ciated by evert’ lobster fisherman." might not suffice was evidenced by

A RACE AGAINST DEATH
I Stanley Boynton’s Night Flight Across the Bay Saves
Life of Vinalhaven Woman

The NEW
DE LUXE

A COPT

Issue

Mayor Richardson Told the
Forty Club Reasons For Democrats, Bubbling With Enthusiasm, Hear Guberna
torial Quartet and Our Own Carl
Manual Training Slash

ma

EASTER
Baskets
Candies
Novelties

THREE CENTS

Wars and rumors of wars resulted
Jn an overflow meeting of the Forty
Approximately 100 Democrats at.C.'ub yesterdav but the expected fire- tended the Knox County get-together
£?'Lfa‘j!ed ‘°
a?d th,eiat Hotel Rockland last night, and
on acbcurnrd with the celcbrat-i
# .
..
.
. ..
ed meekness of the March lamb.
optimism was the password. In the
The mefting of a week a co con-' old days it would have been termed
eerned itself with the story of a love feast, but in the language of
manual training in the city schools todav
was almost a necktng party,
<v w rl the club ...
— J with
was so 4impressed
Four of the five candidates for the
Director Whittemore’s presentation
that Mayor R'chardson was invited
Ic vfsterdav’s session to tell some
thing of the conditions which made '
teee-sarv thc dropping of that de
partment and others for 1932-33. I
Pr-rors '"read as to the expected
thrills of the question period followt’'" the talk, hence everv table was
fil’-d and others requisitioned.
vts Honor to'd the sto-v franklv
saving that the curtailment of the ■
fpvnral departments was not to the [
liking of the authorities but made
nooas'ary bv existing conditions
which were affecting everv munici- j
palitv and individual. He told of
several maior industries and business
houses now dormant or out of busiin [ward, honest and dignified way in re'-s entirely, resulting in the loss of j

The great end of all human In- •••
— dustry Is the attainment of hap- •••
piness.—Hume.
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the Mavor who mentioned his re
cently published proposal of a flat 10 I
percent salary cut affecting all city
officials and school department em
ployes. He told of the plight of Wa- j
terville. Sanford and other places I
where similar vigorous steps had been
found necessary.
The conclusion of the talk brought
a rousing hand followed by that op
pressive hush which precedes the
breaking of a summer thunder storm
A single gentle question failed to
precipitate the deluge and before the
assemblage the closing song was be
ing sung The guests included Gov
Cobb, Hcmer E. Robinson, A. C. Mc’♦oon, E. Carl Moran. Carl Sonntag.
M. E. Wotton. John Pomeroy and A.
L. Briggs.

Stanley C. Boynton whose record, to the distress call. The plane was
as a junior •transcontinental flyer re-, lowered from the ramp near the pubmains unbroken, added to his laurels He landing at 1.20 a. m., and in the
during the night when he flew across face of the gathering storm Boynton
the bay to Vinalhaven for Mrs.! took off alone across the bay.
Emmeline Wadsworth, whose condiThe night was murky and the
tion was so critical that it was feared southeast wind, freshening into a
she would not live until morning, brisk gale, was bringing flakes of
without the necessary hospital treat- snow, forerunner of the heavy storm. WHAT SAY PROPHETS?
ment.
The flight is a comparatively short
_____
Mr. Bovnton returned to his apart- one. but in the blackness of the night, £vangelist Bubar Attracting
_ x.. on
_ tLimerock
:_____ uritVi o cornro cnnmcfnrm
®
prospect
ments
street late last with a severe snowstorm in nrncrW't
Large
Audiences at the
the
situation
was
one
which
might
night to find that frantic efforts were
Littlefield Church
being made to reach him by tele daunt the most daring aviator.
phone. Adverse weather .conditions There were tears in Dr. Shield's eyes
The Littlefield Memorial Baptist
promised a very hazardous trip by when Boynton alighted from his Church was filled Sunday night to
air. and Mr. Boynton called the island plane at Vinalhaven.
hear Evangelist Bubar. He gave a
for a confirmation of the necessity
* * * *
remarkable sermon on "The Second
“She would not have lived until coming of our Lord,” reading from
| of the journey.
! a large number of recent daily papers
“My patient will not live until morning.” he repeated.
The return trip, with wind astern. 'thf world *» \er>’ ex’
morning unless she has proper sur
"
...
. pectant, looking for someone to come
out of the de_
gical attention," replied Dr. Victor was accomplished more speedily, and and lead ,he
at 2 o’clock Bovnton’s plane was back pression; that the greatest minds
Shields.
This report spurred Mr Boynton in Rockland bearing the patient and have been unable to do anything to
‘
helpus! that the Bible prophesied of
into instant action. Charles Peltola her ohvsician.
vr„,„o„i
non
this
the. one
whoLord
will Jpsus
come
At
Knox
Hospital
this
morning
it
am} time,
lpad and
UR ou(
.g the
and Ellery Preston of the aviation
staff were aroused from their slum was stated that it was a maternity Christ.
Sunday morning Evangelist Bubar
bers and they too responded quickly case and that Mrs. Wadsworth was
resting comfortably. A sturdy air- preached from Ephesians sixth
plane and a brave aviator had won chapter, lowing how the Powers of
..
... . ..
darkness, ruled by the devil, have
another race with death.
control of the affairs of the world
Boynton was also called to Vinal- and of many peoples’ hearts, using
haven yesterday afternoon by an them as he will to carry out his own
emergency case, the patient being program for the ruination of souls.
Fred Burns, who is now under ob- „
evangelist will preach every
..
„
...............
mght this week, using for his subservation
at
Knox
Hospital,
with
a
ject.
What
do the prophets say of
34tf
surgical operation in prospect.
these times.

C. M. Richardson, Candi date For Governor
governorship nomination were pres-1
ent, and one gathered from the re-,
marks of each speaker that he would l
suifer mental anguish if his rival
failed to get the nomination. Since
the davs of Damon and Pythias there
has never been witnessed a like demonstration of affection, and in this
instance there were two Damons and
two Pythiases.
j
Bouquets were thrown with reckless abandon and not a few of them
landed at the feet of the genial and
dignified toastmaster, Judge Elisha
W. Pike, who was reminded of 1919,
when he was Democratic floor leader of the House, and who was in
formed by Candidate Brann that if
he were to be a member of the next

Richardson as the first of the gubernatorial candidates, and declaring
that he felt more the role of host
than a political speaker he refrained
from discussing campaign issues. He
did stress the matter of woman in
politics, saying that the Democratic
party had been slow to acknowledge
her, and that the Republicans had
consequently gained a lap. “But we
are gradually gaining on them," said
the Rockland mayor.

Candidatc No. 2 on the oratorical
,
,
_ _ ..
list was James B. Perkins of Boothbay Harbor, who also said that the
votes of the mothers and daughters
were essential for Democratic suc-

♦ * • •

“Rip Van Winkle had at least onvirtue; he finally woke up. Some of
the people of America have finally
awakened to thc dangerous situation
confronting their Federal Govern
ment, which has been operating at a
' terrific deficit. I do not want to
speak with the voice of an alarmist,
but I do say that the condition is
much more serious than the average
citizen realizes.
“The expeditures for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1931 were $903,000.000 greater than thc income for
that year. For the current fiscal year
ending June 30, 1932, it is officially
estimated that the expenditures will
be $2,123,000,000 greater than our in
come. For the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1933. it is officially estimated
that the expenditures will be $1,417,000.000 more than our income. Com
bining these official treasury figures,
we find we will be confronted on July
1, 1933 with a deficit in the Federal
Treasury of $4,500,000,000
“This deficit must be avoided, as it
means more national debt and con[ sequent increase in the already
heavy interest burden. The Federal
| Government must live within its in| come; the budget must be balanced,
[ otherwise we are heading straight
towards national bankruptcy. The
j only ways to balance the budget are
| increase revenues through addi--------------- -—--------------------------(Continued on Page Eight)

BCW CIGARS

WE OBJECT
To Competitors Advertising New Chevrolets For Sale
The Sea View Garage as Authorized Chevrolet Dealer is the
only place in Rockland where you can buy a really New Chevrolet.
No one drives the car you buy here after it has been road tested by
our Shop Foreman.
Any Chevrolet a competitor may have for sale is Second Hand
and does not carry the usual guarantee, nor the many free service
advantages included in our policies.
The small saving effected in the purchase of such a car is sel
dom worth tbe gamble of having to pay for the first driver’s pos
sible carelessness or neglect.
You Will Never Regret Buying a “LYNN”
Inquire about our most attractive payment plan.
Visit Our Display Now In Progress at
Crie Hardware Co.

A. C. McLOON & CO.
DISTRIBUTORS

This advertisement is inserted and paid for by the Sea View Garage For Your
Protection

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 Main Street,

Rockland

A telegram regretting his inability
to be present and congratulating
Knox County Democracy, was re
ceived from State Committeeman
John H. Dooley of Portland, and
read by the toastmaster.
The audience was now given an op
portunity to study another candidate
at close range—Mayor Harold Du
bord of Waterville. “Truly things are
looking up for the Democracy of
Maine when there are five candi
dates for governor,” said Mayor Du
bord. He offered three recommenda
tions.
One was the introduction of a re
solve in the special session of Legis
lature so changing the constitution
tliat cities and towns which wish
to do so may issue bonds not exceed
ing 2 % percent of the last regular
valuation of those cities and towns
those bonds to be in addition to
bonds already Issued under the pres
ent constitutional municipal debt
limitation, and not to run for a long
er period than 10 years. 10 percent
of the new issue to be paid each year.
He also recommends that the spe
cial session enact a statute providing
that all motor vehicles be assessed,
and the assessed valuation added to
the regular valuation of the city or
town. Waterville, he said, had lost
from its valuation more than half a
million dollars, which lowers its bor
rowing capacity $25,000. “I am in
favor of the excise tax.” said Mayor
Dubord, “but I believe it is a mistake
nottto have the valuation of motor
vehicles included ln the regular
valuation of cities and towns."
Mayor Dubord’s third recom
mendation was that either all or a
portion of the gasoline tax be dis
tributed to the cities and towns to
be used for municipal purposes.
While all of the speakers last night
were given a fine reception, the one
who evoked the most enthusiasm was
Edward C. Moran, Jr., who suffered
not one whit in comparison of ora
torical ability. His speech was devot
ed, as a congressional candidate's
should be, to national issues.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

E. C. Moran, Jr., Candidate For Representative To Congress
House he would probably be the cess. Mr Perkins proved a fluent
speaker. The speakers were not speaker, and said, in part:
sparing in their praise of their young
“This is no time to reck the boat,"
leader Edward C. Moran, Jr., who in said Candidate Perkins. "Silence is
the last two campaigns has been thc golden unless someone has a congubernatorial standard bearer, and structive program to present.”
who now cherishes a worthy aspiraMr. Perkins charged that Maine is
tion to represent the Second Maine one of the most expensively governed
District in Congress.
States in the country; that the ex- • • •
| penditures have increased steadily
The banquet was one of the most j until in the last fiscal year they were
successful that either party has ever, $30,527,919. or more than three times
held in Knox County starting from [ as much as 12 years ago Declaring
the moment that Mine Host Tom I that the taxes are not equally dis-

If I had to live my lire again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week The loss of these tastes Is a loss
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.

WHEN YOU ARE OLD
When you are old and gray and full
sleep.

of

And nodding by the Are, take down this
book.
And slowly read and dream of the soft
look
Your eyes had once ar.d of theln shad
ows deep;

How many loved your moments of glad
grace
And loved your beauty with love false
true;
But one man loved the ptlgrtm soul In
you
And loved the sorrows of your changing
face.

or

And bending down beside the glowing
bars

Murmur a little sadly, how love fled
And paced upon the mountains overhead
And hid his face amid a crowd of stars.
—William Butler Yeats,

Every-Othcr-Day
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MR. MODERATOR STILL BUSY

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me.. March 22. 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
March 19. 1932. there was printed a total
of 6197 copies.
W H. BUTLER.

Rockport Has Record Crowd and Lively Contests—
South Thomaston’s Day

years, succeeding Charles S. Gard
ROCKPORT
L. True Spear and Charles L. ner, who retired. B. S. Richards and
Veazie were elected to the respective Mrs. Amy Miller are the other mem
positions of moderator and town bers.
BY OAKSMAN SMILEY
It was voted to blow the siren at 7
clerk in yesterday's town meeting,
the unanimous choice of the voters a. m. and 12 noon in case of no
Rockland Man’s Son, Grade
because of the ability they have al school.
ft
Pupil, Writes Interesting
On the matter of men and pay for
ways shown in those duties.
Washington Essay
When it came to the choice of a trucks this action was taken, $3.50 a
board of selectmen the air was full day for men (eight hours) and $10
The grade schools in Allendale,
i of ballots. Arthur K. Walker was the for trucks.
N. J., celebrated the Washington bi
It was voted to sell unused town
choice for first selectman, receiving
centennial. The Allendale Argus had
277 votes to W. F. Dillingham’s 92. equipment except the G. F. Burgess
FROM
this to say about the son of a well
Albert U. Rhodes defeated Lou Mor-, fire engine.
known Rockland citizen, D. O.
rill for second selectman, by a vote of
’ *
Smiley:
262 to §1. Bert Gregory and Bert,
^/Xl town
» « • «
Andrews battled for third place, the meeting yesterday was unusually
An unusually fine composition was
! large, and it was the most lively sesWashington, D. C—One of the former winning 218 to 128.
turned in by Oaksman Smiley, an
most curious political developments of
Chester P. Wentworth for treasurer sion held for four years. The only
Eighth Grade pupil. It follows:
this presidential year is the status and collector and Harold Davis for contests were for second and third
George Washington
selectman. All officers who served
of the Smith boom in New England.
George Washington is to be two- That region constitutes the backbone auditor were unopposed.
last year were reelected: Moderator.
There were three candidates for G. C. Putnam; clerk. Eugene F. Har
hundred years old Monday, the of the movement. It is accepted to
twenty-second. You are very critical. day that the Smith strength centers member of the school commit rington; selectmen, assessors and
You say that I have made a mistake in New England. Yet New England tee, with this result: L. True Spear overseers of the poor, S. O. Hurd,
chairman, George Snow and Arthur
in the very first statement of my promises to treat the candidacy of
story. You remind me that Wash A1 Smith with only second-rate seri 169, Harry Collamore 60. Charles Harjula; treasurer and collector,,
Cavanaugh 49.
Louis E. Fogg; member of school
ington died way back in 1799. George ousness.
Washington’s physical being has long
J. Carlton Davis was elected fire board for three years. Charles S.
On the outside there is vociferous
Watts: auditor, John Ingram. No
since ceased to exist, but what of his and earnest devotion to the candi inspector without opposition.
spiritual being? That can never die. date for the Democratic presidential
Six candidates appeared in the road commissioner was elected, the
Every American will always cherish nomination. In actual fact, on the
care of the roads being left to the
the memories of Washington and inside, the Smith candidacy is field for road commissioner, and the selectmen.
South Thomaston has always so
tenderly think of him as truly the threatened with use merely as a [ vote stood like this: Henry T. Carl
"Father of His Country." Every tribute to the 1928 standard bearer, ! ton (re-elected) 203, Harold Buzzell persistently had close appropria
where we go we see reminders of im or as a vehicle for catching votes, or 1 35, Charles F. Ingraham 36, L. E. tions that no further retrenchments
mortal Washington engraved in tab as a screen which
wu.™ promotes and1 Upham 39. Douglas Bisbee 49. Isaac
V thpS
lets of bronze and carved into monu protects the maneuvering for the
"
®
.
8° lnt0 committee of the whole to
I Philbrook 3. The salary was left at consider a budget and make recoinments of stone which only time, as bandwagon.
sisted by the fury of the elements,
The man who polled some 15,000,- I $800, and other salaries were kept at, mendations in an effort to effect
can efface. And even the grandeur 000 votes in 1928, easily the largest. the old figure,
added economies. Scott A. Rackliff
of stone, and the beauty of the bronze vote ever received by a Democratic j
served most efficiently as chairman
...»
cannot surpass, nor yet equal the im presidential candidate Is not taken
of this committee seeking in every
Buzze
mortality of Washington.
wav to bring out general discussion
seriously, not even by most New
Washington, the surveyor, Wash England leaders, as a candidate for j Fred Holbrook, Harry Collamore, and get the will of the meeting.
ington the diplomat, Washington, the his party's 1932 nomination. In the Chatles Cavanaugh, Charles Ingra- During the committee meeting dis
"Father of His Country.” but what light of this fact all the New Eng- , ham, Leman Oxton, Guy Annis, Clar- cussions were very general and in
about Washington the leader of land shouting for Smith takes on
formal, many more participating
ence Lampson, Wilson Moon, Lou than is usual.
men? Some men seem to have that particular interest.
...
. _ , _ ,___ .
were
quality inherent within them. Wash
At this date. States like Massachu- MorrlU’ and Karl Packard
As a result the committee recomington was one of these. Thousands setts, Connecticut and Rhode Island chosen to investigate the articles in mended appropriations which totaled
of men were ready to lay down their are expected to send convention the next town warrant and make about $1200 less than last year
lives for their country at his bidding delegations that contain a majority
Much credit is due to all in the sev
and considered it an honor. There of Smith men and women. Maine recommendations to the annual town eral departments who took these
was a God-given power within that and Vermont also have their Smith meeting.
economies in such a fine snirit, even
mighty frame enabling him to com talk. Yet it will surprise some if j A rising vote of thanks was extend- where the cuts will be most seriously
mand the respect of his fellow men. Smith can effectively throw a ma- ed to Mrs. H. L. Shepherd for the gift felt.
But was his prestige entirely due to jority of his New England votes to I of a lot in Amesbury Hill cemetery
Appropriations:
this power of leadership? I believe another candidate or even hold them
Town government. $900.
to
Fred
A.
Norwood
Relief
Corps
for
not. I believe that honesty and right fQj. himsel{ over many ballots
Retention, protection oersons and
living deserved a great deal of credit
property, $50.
In Massachusetts the state leaders memorial to the unknown dead.
for the position which he attained in of renown—always excepting Mayor
It was voted to raise $1000 for re
Health and sanitation. $50.
later life.
Highways, bridges and patrol
Curley of Boston—have yelled for 1 modeling the Glencove schoolhouse
And now we have come to the two ( A1 Smith and by inference or more
maintenance, 51.500.
for
the
use
of
the
Maine
State
Police
hundredth birthday of this great ; directly branded any luke warmness
Public welfare, $300.
soul, as I am wont to call it. Now we 1 toward the candidate as black and if satisfactory arrangements can School budget. $3,126.
are celebrating the two-hundredth unthinkable treason. But the fact be made with them.
School administration. $215.
anniversary of the man who enabled is that some of these same leaders' The proposition to sell the town School hcuse repairs, $150.
us to enjov the luxuries that we do. [ don't think Smith has a chance of
Material for special resolve road
and better still, enjoy liberty and being nominated and are not team resulted in an old time blaze $100.
of
oratory.
Several
votes
were
taken
freedom.
Redemption of notes. $500.
anxious to see him nominated. If
Interest. $4C0.
that 100 per cent “Smith slate" an and the order finally had a passage—
MRS. RICH RESIGNS
Special resolve maintenance. $136
nounced by State Chairman Dona 107 to 54.
hue is not operated under an efficient
The town voted to expend $100 in School nursing. $50.
Has Been President of Edu- ; unit rule there will be Smith defec- advertising its natural resources, and State aid road, thres town's act,

A double minded ma*: is unstable
in all his ways.—James 1:8.

»

LATE NEWS

WASHINGTON

cational Club Since She
Third class highway maintenance.
New England today than he was four the expense of the reception and
Founded It 1 2 Years Ago
years ago. His name still holds Colonial play to be given in Rockport $143.
magic for the man in the street.
“If clamming is not farming, what But even the man in the street is
is it?” asked Hon. Frank H. Wash- questioning whether A1 Smith should
bum. State Commissioner of Agricul run again, whether he has not
ture. in his able discourse on "Agri- had his chance and should give
culture. Recreation. Industry." before ! “otJ\er. thef °PP?«unity this year,
VUILU1C,
(jgyj.g fQ,. a “Wlnner ” Wjt
ith vic
a large audience at the Woman s tory looking so near and inviting,
Educational Club meeting Friday seems to be abroad more than usual.
evening. He was a convincing speak In a popular vote—such as seems to
be promised in Massachusetts—
er who “knew his—vegetables."
Miss Gertrude Smith of Thrift Roosevelt may surprise.
The Roosevelt Bay State campaign,
Shcp fame who has acted as assistant led by Mayor Curley, cuts two ways
to City Matron Helen Corbett, gave however. It may gather half a dozen
an interesting talk on the unfortu or so Roosevelt delegates, and en
nates who are cared for by the city. courage the national Roosevelt cam
Rev. Harry H. Marr, pastor of the paign by a more or less unexpectedly
Methodist Church spoke on Com
showing On the other hand,
mon Follies, and his talk proved *it may engender a fairly clear split
very interesting. Among the follies in the party in the state and stiffen
he classed discontent, busybodies,
procrastination and scorn. “Are your the Smith stand of many delegates
eyes at the end of the earth?” he who might otherwise have swung to
asked, “or can you see at closer Roosevelt after the third ballot or so.
What art called the personal ambi
range?”
Critics for the next meeting were tions of Mayor Curley may not adappointed: Mrs. Inez Crosby, iviiss i vantage the Bay State democracy,
Dorothy Harvey, Mrs. Cushman, Mrs. ! though, to repeat, they may have
Cillery. Mrs. Loring. The report on benefited Roosevelt by exhibiting the
the drive showed Miss Dorothy weakened Smith strength in New
Harvey in the lead bv a good margin England.
Certain fundamental counterparts
for the $5 and $10 offered. This drive
closes April 5. Mrs. Olive Wilson was of the Massachusetts situation are
England states.
States.
annointed general chairman. Mar- 1 present in other New angiaaa
thJ1 Gross Nellie W. Bird. Mabel Many leaders question whether
Veazie. Gertrude Boody. Harriet J. Smith has any chance and are not
Perry. Mabel Withee, Dorothea E. anxious to see him nominated. The
Parker. Helen Pietroski and Hazel- man in the street, the man with the
teen Watts were elected to member ballot, does not puzzle out and ana
ship and 10 other names were pre lyze so much the national picture
and he still shouts sincerely for
sented for approval.
Musical readings bv Miss Ethel Smith—though even he is beginning
Thomas. “Ashes of Roses" and “An to wonder in many instances, and to
Cld Sweetheart of Mine." and by consider other candidates.
One is free to guess the cause,
Mfts Dorothy Harvey. “The Songs
My Mother Sang." and “Orphan 1 therefore, of all this Smith lip-servAnnie," with Adelyn Bushnell at the | ice devotion from New England
Democratic leaders. Some of them
piano, were greatly enjoyed.
There was only one cloud on the no doubt honestly think that Smith
horizon, the resignation of the presi deserves another chance if he wants
dent, Mrs. Mary Perry Rich, who it and they recall that any national
founded this club May 6. 1920. and convention is uncertain and that
has filled that office continually In Smith or anyone else is a potential
the intervening years. Question— winner. They feel that A1 Smith de
serves something from his party and
where to find her successor?
from them and they will stand by
William Tarbox. assistant manager him.
Some are merely practical poli
of the Hotel McAlpin in New York,
a former Thomaston boy, has been a ticians who observe the magic of the
recent guest at the Hotel Lennox, Smith name and are cashing in on
Boston. His visit was in the nature it. It is easy money. Others also
of a goodwill tour, and while in the observe the value of broadcasting the
Hub he took the opportunity to renew name of Smith and employ it as a
old acquaintances and to contact useful decoy, the while they think
business friends. Mr. Tarbox is well in peace and prepare for the band
known in Boston, having for more wagon of some other candidate.
than 16 years served in the capacity Washington does not forget that the
of general passenger agent for the nomination of Smith or Roosevelt
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc. He kills the vice presidential prospects
has.of late years been active and of any New Englander, but that the
prominent in hotel circles, and has nomination of Speaker Garner or
been associated with the McAlpin another Westerner allows room for
a New England vice presidential
the past eight years.
nominee.
♦ ♦ ♦ *
Miss Fliza C. Hannegan of Port
Maine would pay about $3,360,000
land. who conducted classes in lip
reading through the local Speech a year in sales taxes in the event the
Readers Club last year, has been en 2.25 per cent manufacturers sales tax
gaged by the Portland school com now being considered by the House
mittee to instruct a class of school 1 were enacted, according to Repre
teachers in lio reading. A Portland sentative Ketcham.
bewoman recently donated anonymous-1 Congressman Ketcham further
________
lv $500 to be used for aiding deaf heves that approval of the manufacpunils in that city’s schools. Deaf o>-1 lures tax now would ultimately mean
partly deaf pupils will receive benefit abandonment of corporation and inof special instruction.
1 coine taxes and the substitution of a

Road special Spruce Head Island,
by Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps
$100.
when the national president. State
Grierson road special. $25.
commander and department officers
come to the Rockland conventions.
WITH THE BOWLERS
These sums of money were appro The Centrals outstrioped the Kick- |
priated:
apoo Friday night and added four
points to their standing. Shute's I
Common schools, $7269.30.
single of 129 and his high total helped j
Purchase of text books. $490.
shoes on the baby. The sum- '
School supplies and insurance. put
mary:
$1400.
Centrals—Schofield. 257; French
295; Dudley. 293: Shute. 312; Gar- I
Schoolhouse repairs. $600.
drier. 282; total. 1439.
Free High School. $4,512.91.
U. S Kickapoo—Rogall. 303: Auld,
Conveyance of scholars. $1880.
’83: Dickinson, 273; Folan, 276;
Superintendent of schools, $550.
Drinkwater, 277; total. 1412.
Roads and bridges, $4000.
In a four-string match at the
Cutting highway bushes. $400.
Building and repairing sidewalks. Recreation allevs Fridav night the
Elks beat the Cement Plant quintet
$300.
69 pins, taking three of the strings.
Breaking roads. $2600.
Gardner had high single. 116, and
Clearing sidewalks of snow, $400. i hi"h total. The summary;
Maintenance of State aid roads, Elks—Schofield. 364: McLoon. 376:
Levy. 341: Charlie, 335; Gardner, 393;
$900.
total. 1809
Cement Plant—Lynch, 349; Atwood,
Improvement of State aid high- 335; Hincklev. 336: Hastings, 352;
; Danielson, 368; total, 1740.
ways, $798.
Mothers’ aid, $1000.
Winslow-Holbrook Post's
crack
Support of poor. $5000.
bowlers played a return game at
Orono Saturday night and proved
Board of health. $200.
iust as successful on strange alleys.
Memorial Day, $75.
H’gh string went to Vance NortonIncidental expenses, $1500.
131. Tucker of the Orono Legion
Outstanding bills. $3500.
team had high total. The summary:
Rockland
On town debt, $2500.
| Valley ..... ... 93 97 102 101 87 48.9
Interest on town debt, $1100.
IPerrv ......
87 98 92 90 96 463
Municipal water, $4500.
[Stinson ....
80 1.92 66 92 90 430
Electric lights. $3100.
‘Rrpwer
. 81 109 88 103 81 462
Norton ....
79 131 99 80 103 492
Fire department, $1500.
Cemetery improvements, $500.
2327
Improvement of Glencove ceme
Orono
tery, $50.
Doncher .... .. 71 91 82 86 92
Aid for the blind, $100.
George .... .. 78 80 82 89 93
Tucker .... ... 105 88 102 107 104
Public health nurse, $175.
Janitor for town hall (Edwin Peters ....•... .. 74 96 70 87 83
Needham ..... 97 104 98 97 95
Simmons) $300.
Cement walk in Rockville, $200.
Repairing Central street, $800.
I The Centrals went into the lead in
Renairing Hone street $300
' the
y League
Repairing Hope street,
whenKnox
they Count
won flve
Points last
fromnight
the
Improvement of West Rockport Texacos and five from Gulf Refining,
cemetery, $100.
j The Kickapoos beat the Eagles 62
Maintenance of third class roads,. pins.
$429.
Repairing Porter street, $500.
Repairing South street, $490.
Repairing Packard hill, $300.
Oraveling West street, $150.
Repairing Park street, $300.
It was voted to raise $400 for the
support of the public library. Mrs.
Lida Champney was elected a mem-I
~~k BOSTON
ber of the library committee for three :

Excursions

permanent manufacture's tax. In
the fiscal year of 1931 Maine paid
only $6,749,853 in corporation and
income taxes toward the $2,422,944,215 in such taxes raised in the coun
try as a whole. In the event the in
come tax were abandoned and a
manfacturcrs tax substituted as
Ketcham fears, Maine would pay
$13,608,009 instead of only $6,749,853
toward raising the $2,422,944,215 col
lected in the nation as a unit, ac-1
cording to Ketchum's calculations.

wcEaster
MAR. 25"’26,h

Interference with WEEI at
night is causing me lots of
trouble. It was so bad at times
Sunday night that I turned the
dial onto another station.
Three musical show numbers
will comprise Countess Olga Al
bani's contribution to the Max
well House Ensemble broadcast
Thursday night at 9.30. “The
Cat and the Fiddle," “New
Moon," and "Bitter Sweet" are
the three shows contributing hit
numbers to Goufitess Albani'S
program. In addition she will
be heard singing the old favor
ite “I'm Always Chasing Rain
bows.”
WRDO of Augusts, has ap
plied to the Federal Radio Com
mission for a broadcasting license
to cover the construction permit
granted for the station to operate
on 1370 kilocycles wavelength.
This indicate; that steps are being
taken toward completing the
long delayed Augusta station.
“Amos and Andy used to fur
nish my favorite radio program,”
said a Rockland fan yesterday,
"but now I get vastly more en
tertainment out of the Stebbins*
boys.”
Coincident with Presidential
year some wonderful speeches
are going to be heard over the
radio in the next eight months.
A person interested in the presi
dential campaign might as well
be without voting privilege as a
radio.
* • • •
In the Catholic Hour Sunday
night the Stations of the Cross
were broadcast by Dr. Fulton J.
Shian. A special feature was the
singing of Mrs. Clarence Mackay,
the former Anna Case, who sang
“Jerusalem Who Stonest the Pro
phets" and "Star of the Sea."
“When Summer Comes To
Ma’ie Again." words and music
bv Mrs Blanche Hcald Ellsworth
of Rockport Is to be broadcast
again from Station WLBZ at
12.45 next Saturday noon. The
ringer will be Mrs. W. R Hart,
a well known Bangor vocalist and
club woman, who will be aecomranied bv Mrs. F. R. Atwood of
the radio siaff. Mrs. Alwond
writes to the ccmposer that the
son" proves to be “a very good
number, indeed." It is of the
popular type, having a light lyric.
1 received a very anpreciative
IfttPr from Hobble Stevens vestsrdav and he leaves no doubt
that he enjoved his recent Rock
land vistt. “I have been some
what under the weather sinre mv
return,'' says the S«ebbins Bovs.’
“vil-vun” — “possibly homesick
ness for Maine.”
Writing from San Antonio,
Texas, to rela'ives in this citv
Pas’ Heafev s»vF: “I got a great
thrill while listening to the Steb
bins Bove Monday ni"ht when
Bobble Stevens mentioned the
rame of the editor of “On Mv
• Set.” and Rockland. It snrelv
rounded good.” San Antonio,
Texas! Well, well. And I get a
great thr'll of B’v's letter, too.

The Rainbow Hour tomorrow
from fi to 6.3(1 n. m. will be broadeart direct from the First Banlist Church through Sta’lnn
WI RZ bv remote control. The
ouarlet will present several se
lections.
The first of thrr* tenebrae
services, held in St. Peter’s
Church. Rome will be broadcast
tomorrow, being relave d to the
Columbia network at 12 noon.

You can buv wicking. torches,
cleaning rods, etc., for your ran^e
burner during our display at Crie
Hardware Co. A. C. McLoon & Co —
adv.

This is a warning to the men who
took gas from mv car on Crescent
street. Legal action next time. Ken
neth Robinson—adv.

WtM,
There is nothing that counts more in keeping

This new Glenwood eliminates “guess work”

your family happy and contented than good

Entirely with its heavily insulated oven that

food—appetizingly cooked. But cooking suc

keeps th< heat absolutely even and automatic

cess depends not only on yout own efforts, but

heat control that regulates tht temperature to

also on your gas range as well
And cooking is so different today! With this

any degree desired. And ii has new automatic

modern Glenwood you can

choose—including auto

broil a steak that will com

matic lighting which elimi

pare vs ith any your husband

nates matches entirely and

ever ate. cooked by the

automatic time control that

greatest chef in the finest

turns the gas ON and OFF

hotel. For this broiler can

—while you are out of the

be adjusted up and down, to
just the right distance from

kitchen.
Lovely style—durable, glis

the flame. And it draws right

tening enamel finishes—in

out of the oven to make it

colors to harmonize with

easy for you to inspect your

your kitchen. Come in and

steak and turn it.

see it today.

Glenwood

ranges

Rockland, Maine

361 Main Street

PARK THEATRE
Picture patrons will be able to see
D. W. Griffith's latest offering Wed
nesday and Thursday when “The
Struggle" is presented.' This is the
first picture which the celebrated
director has mad* since his recent
“Abraham Lincoln" which latter film
was declared one of the best ten of
tne past season.
The central character is that of a
young American working-man who
is unable to break an unnecessary
habit even when he sees its continu
ance engulfing in ruin his home and
his loved ones. "The Struggle” tells
a dramatic story lightened through
out by human touches and com
pounded of the ccmedv and tragedy
of everyday life. Just what is the
struggle from which the picture de
rives its title each p'aygocr will
doubtless decide for himself. Some
will see in it the struggle cf a man
against his own infirmaries; some the
struggle of a young wife to save her
home and preserve her marital happi
ness; others the struggle of a na
tion against an adverse social condi
tion. One of the features in the pic
ture is a sensational climax in which
the suspense is so strong as to leave
spectators overcome by emotion.—adv.

If It’s Golden
Heart Bread
It’s Fresh !!!
One of the first requisites of CCOD Bread is to have it
FRESH. By specifying GOLDEN HEART BREAD you are
not only assured of its FRESHNESS, but likewise you can
be doubly certain that it is “The BEST Bread in Maine.”
Remember, the health of your family can be no better
than the bread you serve. To help them keep healthy
give them GOLDEN HEART BREAD—the loaf that its
takers make just as fine as quality ingredients and sci
entific baking can produce. It's just like the bread Maine
housewives are famous for baking, because more than 500
Maine women gave the Maine Baking Co. the recipe for

GOLDEN HEART BREAD
Tune in—Station WHDH, Boston—Golden Heart Duo—
Fridays, 6.45 P. M.

r
* >
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FOOD SALE

FRESH HAMS,15‘

EASTER

Fancy Little Pig Hams—From 8 to 10 Pounds Each
JUST RIGHT TO BAKE OR BOIL

at

CHISHOLM’S
NOVELTY EASTER EGGS

HULLED CORN,

15

Try This Old Fashioned Food

CHOCOLATE RABBITS

FRESH HALIBUT, Pound-

5c and 10c each

In Special Easter Boxes

$1.00, $1.50 pound

RASPBERRIES AND CREAM

EASTER EGGS, in bulk, lb.

29c

FRESH BON BONS, lb.,

49c

SALTED CASHEW NUTS, lb 49c

CHISHOLM’S

19‘

Cut To Fry or Boil
Fancy Fresh Chicken Halibut

APOLLO CHOCOLATES

ROCKLAND, ME.

Maine C; entral
Railroad
.
. .•

gas

BURPEE’S

Confectioners

..

features which you car hav< 01 not, as you

1 LB. FRESH FROZEN RASPBERRIES
OO
1 HALF PINT WHIPPING CREAM
A Very Attractive Combination Offer

HOT CROSS RUNS GOOD FRIDAY

PERRY’S MARKET
A GOOD PLACE TO TRADE

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 22, 1932
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A. P. Snowman & Son have the
contract for moving the 12-ton vault
at Thomaston.

TALK OF THE TOWN
weather

Miss Thelma Blackington has been
pledged to the Chi Omega Sorority
at University of Maine.

As the snowflakes merrily fall this
morning we turn back in memory to
those nice springlike days in January
when the brooks gurgled and sun
shine was soft and warm. The repu
tation gained then for 1932 as an
exceptionally mild season has been
sonrwhat tarnished by the cold days
of March. Even with the actual ad
vent of the spring season this week
end, we had snow on Saturday and
Rur^av was decidedly cold and
blustery. Yesterday was fair, west
wind, 28 at noon. Tempera'ure this
morning is 30, wind east and the
snow threatens to become rain. To
morrow will probably be cloudy and
somewhat colder.

■

The Woman’s Association of the
First Baptist Church meets at 2.39
Wednesday in the vestry.
Rockland Ledge No. 79 will have a
special communication tonight with
work in the Master Mason’s degree,
refreshments following work.

The Maundy Thursday service of
communion and reception of mem
bers takes place at the Universalist
Church Thursday evening at 7.30.

WATCH FOR ROSE BUSH SALE—COMING SOON

fcasfrr at

Center (ftratw s

The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at
The Carpenters and Joiners Union 2.30 with Mis. Margaret Crie. Mrs.
has an important meeting tonight.
William Brawn will be leader, sub
ject, “Around the World with the
There is to be a partial eclipse of W.C.T.U.’’
the moon tonight, but not visible in
New England. Stingy thing!
Penobscot View Grange will have
a special Easter supper Thursday
The local churches are making night. The third and fourth degrees
readv for Easter Sunday, which, by will be conferred and there will be
the way comes upon us next Sunday. an entertainment.
Spring had its official beginning
Sunday, and this is what we had:
Thaws, like February; wind, like
March; and temperature, like Janu
ary.

The Thrift Shop will be open every
afternoon from 2 to 4 this week and
on Saturday evening 7 to 9, which
will mark the closing of this success- 1
ful enterprise for the season.

The many patrons of Community
Sweet Shop will sympathize with one
of its popular proprietors, E. C.
Powell, who is confined to his bed
with a severe grippe attack. •

Louis Peterson, formerly of the
Seaview Garage, has gone to New- ,
castle where he has employment in ■
Leon Ludwig's garage. Dan Snow
is employed as bookkeeper at the
Seaview Garage.

Miss Marv Lawpy of this city has
been elected a member of the com
mittee which will arrange the com
mencement pregram and graduation
exercises at Bridgton Academy.

The Courier-Gazette gratefully ac- I ;
knowledges a copy of “The Maine1 .
Spirit"—words bv Jeb Herrick Mont
gomery and music by Everett Robert
Grieve, which was featured over Ra
“The Crucifixion" by Stainer will dio Station WLBZ, by John Taylor,
be sung by the Pilgrim Choir at the and which has evoked mufch praise
Congregational Church Fridav eve wherever heard.
ning at 7.30 o’clock. The public is
invited.
Members of the Auxiliary of Wins
low-Holbrook Post, A. L. who plan
Group 5 of the Universalist Church to attend the meeting of the Arevannounces a rummage sale to be Heald Post Auxiliary in Camden to- '
given April 4 in the rcom to be va night are asked to meet at Legion j
cated by the Thrift Shop April 2. haH, Limercck street, at 5.30. Those
Mrs. Harry Brown and Mrs. Benja cl-slrin transportation are asked to
min Philbrook will act as chairmen. communicate with Mrs. Ella Hyland.''

Style, Practicality, and
Price Appeal in our

Easter Outfits
We'd have to buy a newspaper to

describe all our new spring fash
ions.

Here are a few styles that

are representative of the whole
striking array!

i

Hats were always an exciting subject, but never so exciting as they
are this season!

Two-in-one Coats with detachable
tied-scarf fur collars,

They’re so young and they’re so easy to wear!

They'll perk you up soon as they’re on!

from

And the prices . . . well just

note how tiny they are!

Reefer style sport Coats that take
the place of last year's

polo coat

SENTER CRANE COMPANY i
I a full account of what transpires is
—
Miss Adelaide Crocs is coaching a
j made each Wednesday by “Judge ; Mrs. p q perry was hostess to the
IMPRESSIVE SERVICE
Frank H. Ingraham. The ingenious | Saturday Night Bridge Club at sup- minstrel show to be presented April
A beautiful and impressive service
1 at the High School.
i
’Sj Pr®n^POv, transmitted Jo
and cards
took place Sunday afternoon at the
Paet President Ralph E. Nutt, who
. s"vice of
r „meditat.cn and m.o.ror
Masoniciy exerc
Temple
whengivpnMaundy
has been confined to Knox Hospital
A
p
ayer
;
Thursd
PES were
und?r
Albert Sharpley, • the well known
ever
since
his
serious
accident
dur

It1 7 30 the aus
Piccs °f General Knox ChapAs all older residents know the
umbrella mender is back on his beat _wdLbe
auspices
after a session in the hospital at vestry Thursday evening
Knox & Lincoln, locomotives were ing the winter while ice-boating.
ter of Rose Croix. 18 degree Masons.
o clock.
wcod burners. Edward Russell is au
Open to the public, there were more
Corporal Percy Slater, in charge Bath
thority for the statement that the
than 200 persons present, in addition
cf
the
lccal
Armv
recruiting
station.
Seymour
Cameron
who
is
confined
Miss
Ma
/8
ara
t
Ruggl
a
s
of
Thomfuel was manufactured at Goshen
to 30 or more members of the lodge
Crossing8 bv“Enis“Hurd and 7am« I h“S b«n ™tified that young men
13
h th nf Waldoboro
prior service
now be
n a{^rnoon at The Thorndike who occupied reserved sea's.
- without
wltnnnf nrmr
commo can
non n/nw
ho en- j to his home on Broadway by illness
this
afternoon
at
Ryan, both of Waldoboro.
.
A fgw vacancics exis, {Qr is now able to sit up a short time this afternoon
Tables forming a large cros- occu
grill at 3 o’clock. There are also to be pied the center of the hall. Covered
service in Hawaii, and men between ! each day.
musical selections.
with white cloths, these tables were
The Faster ball to be given in the ages of 18 and 35 who can pass
' 'aid as if for a banquet—a plat? at
Temple hall next Monday night both the mental and physical exThe Diligent Dames are to have a
Mrs. M. A. Johnson has
an cld-fashion:d decanier
under the m.a?a,^fmKTnL,°L
atotoations will be accepted. In- j circle supper at the Congregational
, leased her 1 each
j place,
,
,
Ripley, and with the Night Hawks for , f
,on reeardln these vacaneies I Church tomorrow at 6.15, with Mrs. Crescent Beach cottage for the sea- I and glasses filled with grape juice to
music promises to be a popular affair.,
had by calHng upQn Qr wrR_ A c Jones as chairman.
son to Mrs. Anne Searles and Miss ; represent wine at one end. a plate of
as many of the bo”s and girls will
Alice Strope of Marlboro, N. Y. bread to represent unl»avened bread
into to U. S. Army Recruiting Station
-------heme from their schools and colleges 1
Mi's Pearl Borgerson is again on through the L. A. Thurston real es- a sprig of palm, and a red cross
ffice Building, Rockland, Maine.
to the Easter recess.
duty at the clerk of courts office late agency.
formed of carnations in the ceine.,
' -------,,' r._ t,™ hv
_____
while at the head were placed the
The new bridge qver the Sheepscot Utoe^the
’
past
James
W.
Ricker
of
Poland
Spring
bread and wine for the sacrament,
The fire department turned out en i between Wiscasset and Edgecomb to
who has been recuperating slowly 1 this part of the service being handled
masse Saturday afternoon in honor replace the old one was informally illness the past two weeks.
of a chimney fire which had become opened to the public Saturday.
Edward A. Knowlton, former city from his accident to Augusta, Ga.. by George E^ Stewart, senior warden
threatening at Max Finegold’s resi There was no ceremony of any kind, clerk, for many years in the cabinet more than a year ago, has been in and J. F. Burgess substituting lor
dence 60 Willow street. The princl-workmen
.......... ..........................
.......__ the bars. making business died at his home Jamaica the past few weeks where George E Smith as junior warden.
,
simply removing
ral damage was to a Bangor automo- an(1
trajfjc was <jirected over the on Limerock street this morning.
the warm sunshine and exhilarating These together with Dr Harry Rich____
1 coj breezes have brought about arcLs as master, Dr. J. A. Richan,
bile which collided with the appara- , new structure. It is a great imnroveMayor Richardson, County Attor- ' marked improvement.
master of ceremonies, and E. R. Veatus and got the worst of it.
, ment over the old bridge which was
-------Homer Eand J J----I built ro manv vrars ago that it was ney Otis, City Solicitor Pike and LaChar]es L Veazie Knox County Steven«^repr«ented the Seven^GuidWith the setting of the sun yester- ; ro ]onger adaoted for modern auto- j forest A. Thurston motored- to PortLights Rev. Walter S. Rounds
day Hebrews in every part of the mobi]e traffic. The new structure iand Sunday to attend the Roosevelt- register of probate goes tomorrow to
world began the celebration of the rarallels the old to the north and S for-president meeting.
Boston, whence he sails next day for acted as chaplain In the east a
Festival of Purim, commemorating ......................
.................
-.
-------savannah, where he will visit the
table was laid with candles and
there is a slight -change
in the an
the saving of the Jewish people in nroaches from both shores. The dis- ,
The pretty tulips at the
Baptist; training camp of the Red Sox. His Platea t°r the members who have
Persia from annihilation 24 centuries tance across the river at that point is 1 Church Sunday were given by Mrs. vacation journey may extend into ; passed beyond during tne year, there
' Frank O. Reach to memory of her !
Anyhow he will crowd as
Pla"£-andas,tbe S£cr?£ary
ago. The holiday, ccmgnonly known about five-eighths of a mile.
I father Mr. Martin who was killed ' much sightseeing as possible into a rfad the ro11 cal1 one of the Guiding
as the Feast of Lots, is observed for
Lights snuffed a candle in memory,
Bath Times: “Col. George A. 1 about a year ago while helping clear j fortnight.
one day.
accompanied by a brief appropriate
Buker announced on Saturday his' out the roads near his home in
The Auxiliary of Ralph Ulmer candidacv for the Republican nomi- j Florida, Mass., on the Mohawk Trail. ■ -Battlin'’" Sukeforth a popular remark.
This musical program was present
Camp is to observe its third birthday nation for representative to the'
-------I local pugilist is on the retired list
he broke
Merrbers of
of the
the Universalist I due tQ the fact that
___ ___
____ his
___ ed in conjunction with the cere
tomorrow night. There will be no leeislature and his primary nomina- Members
— -------—• -— -*
s --------------------------------------------are now being circulated. ] Church are
requested
to >be
at the I 7iriit"hand yesterday while bexin monies:
supper or business session; instead Hon papers
___ ___
__ _be ______
partner He will ' Violin—Adagio Pathetique ...... Godard
the
time will
devoted to a .pro Col. Buker-is well known in military , church at 7 o’clock sharp for a short ! witb hjs
Miss Bertha I. Luce, Thomaston
gram, a social hour and refresh-| circles throughout the State, havin'? j but important business meeting be- nQt bs ab£ lQ
a boxir.g glove Processional-Calvary
Rodnry
mant". The comrades are invited as ! b"n active for nearly two score fore the Maundy Thursday service 1 ; a . fQr five weeks a.ld the doctor
Knox County Men’s Chorus
S. T. Constantine, director
special guests and each member of ’-ears. He has served in both I which takes place at 7.30 Thursday t®]ls
hbn u wU1 round
’sponse to prayer—Beneath tlie Cross
the Auxiliary is privileged to invite | brnrehes of the citv council, has pre- ’ evening.
fore he can again administer the
of Jesus
viously served in the Marne Feis'eChorus
one friend.
Hard
The roller skating rink which has ' K. O. 1X01
u luck.
chorus—story of the cross
'ure where he was a member of such
-------vioim-Meditaiion from “Thais" ..........
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets important committers as military af been operating in the Masonic build- '
................... -............................. Massenet
The Universalist Quartet, I111Miss Luce
Thursday afternoon to sew for the fairs and inland fisheries and pame. ing since early winter, has been i
transferred
to
the
Lawrence
canning
manuel
Choir
and
assisting
local
Unfold
Ye Portals, fioni "The Redemp
Red Cross. SuDper at 6 will have and established a fine record a'
tion
”
...........................................
Gounod
factory
off
Water
street.
The
new
!
•
VT*
are
tP
pres
?
nt
at
tbe
F
11
*?
1
"
Mrs. Bertha Higgins. Miss Etta warden of the Maine State prison
Chorus
Blackington and Miss Annie Mullen I if Col. Buker were a resident of rink is larger and is said to have an sallst Ch“r^!? Easter Sunday afterMrs. Constantine was at the piano.
?°,°.n.at 31?
C^llata
in charge. There will be initiation in Re-kland the nomination would be excellent floor.
This service was first of the kind
the evening.
Rehearsals for the | made unanimous. He was one of the ________________________________ 1 tality by Stults. The cantata will ever given in Rcckland, and probably
1 be prefaced with selections from
mock wedding to be presented April most nonular wardens the prison has
Haydn's “Creation" in observance of the first in Maine. It serves to en
7 are progressing merrily and satis- ! cvnr had, and a very welcome neigh
I the bi-centennial of that composer. hance the prestige of Scottish Rite
bor.
fastorily.
! Miss Bertha I. Luce will be guest Masonry and also stimulate interest
artist and give two numbers, with in that, branch. Those who wit
Postmaster
Edw
r
ard
R.
Veazie
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BREAK AT WARREN
j Miss Margaret G. Stahl at the organ. nessed it are strong in the hope that
nounce? that on and after April 1.
The affair promises to be one of the it may becomt an annual observance.
When Frank Batchelder, a Warren there wall be no two cent letter rate
1
outstanding
musical treats of the
and
no
one
cent
post
card
rate
from
school boy was enroute to his studies
BORN
season.
this morning his keen eyes observed the United States to anv foreign
JO3SELYN—At Moody Maternity Home.
Camden. March 14, to Mr. and Mrs.
a broken -window in the general s ore country. On and after April 1 the
1 The Women's Politics Club of
Horace Josselyn, a son. Robert Frank.
of Granville Lawrence at Pleasant rates of nostage on letters and post
Bates
College
is
a
group
of
senior
and
ESANCY-At
East Union. March 14. to
ville. He notified Mr. Iawrence and cards addressed for delivers- in Ar
junior women organized for the nur-1 Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Esancy. a son.
investigation disclosed the theft of gentina. Bolivia. Brazil. Chile. Copose of studying national and inter
about $15 worth of gioceries, soapilombia. Costa R’ca, Cuba. Domini-I
DIED
national politics, and who are also KOSSUTH-At Norridgewock,
and supplies.
I ?hn Republic. Ecuador. Guatemala, I
March 16.
members of the International Re-----------------Haiti, Honduras, (Republic
of)
Charles , W. Kossuth, aged 69 years.
Interment In Vlnalhaven.
j lations Club. Interested in the sclAnnouncement—I wish to announce Mexico. Nicaragua. Panama, Para1 ence of politics and government they KNOWLTON—At Rockland. March 22,
that although on account of illness I puav. Peru. Salvador (El.), Spain (in
Edward A. Knowlton, aged 85 years, 2
discuss question^ connected with do
was obliged to close Ye Wall Paper cluding Andorra. Albucemas T=land.
months. 2 days. Funeral Thursday at
mestic
alid
world-wide
affairs
at
Balearic
Islands.
Cnnarv
Islands,
2 o'clock from late residence. 216 LimeShoppe, I am still selling Wa'l Paper,
rock street.
thetr
meetings.
This
club
took
an
and those who are contemplating do Ceuta. Cheferlnas or Zafarini Islands.
j active part in the recent miniature. KH.LERAN—At Rockland. March 19,
ing over any looms willjind it to their Melilla Penon de Velez de la Gomera
Cora (Wing), wife of Herman L. Ktl! disarmament conference recently
advantage lo call at my home where and Tangier) Uruguay and Vene
leran of Cushing, aged 60 years. 6
] held at the college, sponsored by the
you will find a complete line of New zuela. will be three cents for letters
months. 20 days. Funeral Tuesday at
l 30 at the home In Cushing.
Men's Politics Club. Among the
1932 Wall Papers. A very attractive and four cents for double post cards.
HEWES
—At Whitinsville. Mass., March
j members is Miss Alice E. Hellier of
d'seount will be given on all orders. All nostare mu?t be prenaid. It is |
21, George Hewes of Rockpoit. Inter
Rockland.
Millie F. Thomas. 15 Robinson Street. arain announced that, effective last
ment In Rockport.
Rockland. Telephone 872-M —adv.
Sent. 1. the nostave rates on letters
OVERLOCK—At Washington. March 18.
and post cards for Canada and NewIda M Overlock, aged 59 years, 11
Palm Sunday, whic'.? ushers in
months. 15 days. Interment In Daegett
Group 5 of the Universalist Church foyndiand were increased to three
Holy Week and the climax of the
cemetery.
is. to conduct a rummage sale Mon cents for letters, two cents for single
penitential season of Lent; alto MANK—At Waldoboro. March 19. Irvin J.
day afternoon, March 28 in the store ne^t cards and four cents for double
commemorating Christ's triumphal
Mank, aged 78 years. 4 months. 26 days.
Interment In Oliver cemetery.
to be vacated by the Thrift Shop on post cards.
entry into Jerusalem, was observed in
HATS
Saturday of this week. Mrs. Benja
churches throughout the city with
CARD OF THANKS
Note the Lynn oven indicator at
min Philbrcok and Mrs. Harry
special sermons, musical programs
OMART but not too
We wish to thank our neighbors and
Brown are in charge, and the sale Crie’s.—adv.
and the distribution of palms. At St. fr.ends for their many kindnesses to us
swanky is this rather
will begin at 2 o'clock.—adv.
Bernard’s Catholic Church the palms dmlng the Illness and death of our
ami for the beautiful Moral offer
The largest assortment in East-r
were blei sed at the High Mass of the father
rakish hat by Berg. It isn't
ings they so kindly seat, we especially
Fummagc sale, Tuesday April 5 at cards in years at the most reasonable
day. Solemn services appropriate for wlsh to thank Mrs. Rhodes for her kiiidonly the colleges who have
T.O.O.F. hall, auspices Rebekahs.— n-ices ever at Huston-Tuttle Book
the occasion took place at St. Peter's ness.
Mr. and Mrs. Dyer. Mr. and Mrs. Blukc.
adv.
3S&38-39
Store.—adv.
35-36
Epircopal Church, with the usual Theo
adopted it—it is equally a
Stinson. Alton Stinson.
benediction cf the palms before the
Rockport.
favorite with the grad
Even though you cwn a range 1 Saturday. Anril 2. a rummage sale
early celebration, and their distribu
CARD OF THANKS
burner you can still burn your table, is to be held in the Universalist vestion before the reading of the Pasuates.
I wish to express my appreciation and
scraps. See the table scrap inciner- ' try. with Mrs. E. F. Glover ami Mrs.
i sion Gospel. In the afternoon the sincere
thanks for the many kindnesses,
ator for range burners at the'Lynn E. W. Pike in charge. Material will
rector conducted a retreat for the eifts of flowers, fruit and miscellaneous
L E. BLACKINGTON
display at Crie Hardware Co. —adv.; be collected Friday. April 1, and
men of the parish. Faure's “The articles, letters and cards received from
Palms" figured in the musical nro- {pends and relatives during my stay at
--------------- •
i cither Mrs. Glover or Mrs. Pike will
Clothier
Pammge.
Inspect the new Lynn valves at appreciate hearing from those who 310 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND grams of about all of the Protestant Knox H°'pltal
Crie’s.—adv.
I have articles to contribute.—adv.
churches.
Warren, Me.
•
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515.00 ,oS24.50

.. S9.75a"<JS|5.00

A
New dress Coats of heavy rougli
crepe, with fox fur
bracelets $ | 5(00 and $24.50

the evening of April 1st, with the cast
drawn from the four classes of the
high school. Miss Adelaide E. Cross
is reaching the production, assisted
by Mrs. Charlotte Jackson.

OUTSTANDING
DRESS STYLES
New print-top dresses . . . silk or wool crepe
dresses with lingerie and lace accents . . . smart
new suit-frocks in both wool and silk. Large
selection for women and misses ... ......... $7.95

Others $2.88 to $14.95

•

RENTER CRANK COMPANY

A FACTORY SHIPS US A CARLOAD OF

Genuine Mohair Suites
To Be Sold At LESS Than Wholesale Cost

I

TWENTY-FIVE BEAUTIFUL ALL
MOHAIR SUITES IN THIS SALE
Now is your oppoitunity Io buy a
Suite that was built to sell for $175.,
$200., $2?5., at prices from—

$95.00 to $129.00

BERG

If you wish, a small deposit and the
balance weekly can be made and the
suite is yours.

Main Street

Rockland. Maine' ,

rage Four
“Which way did Ih.ey go? Have
motors on their canoes?”
“No. Paddle craft. They whipped
up the Rig Alooska.”

THE STORY
CHAPTER I—Six bandits come
aboard the steamer. Midnight Sun,
while she is tied to the bank of the
Mackenzie. Father Claverly and the
other passengers on the boat are
amazed at the sight of banditry in
this Great Waterways country, a
thousand miles north of Edmom.in.
Jimmy Montgomery, who had sp< : 1
years with the Canadian Mounten.
draws his gun In the face of the
covering rifles and tires upon the
ruffians. He is shot through the
heart by a half-breed. The bandits
get away with gold dust and choi' e
peltry.

CHAPTER
II—Corporal
Bill
Hardsock brings the news of the
crime to Sergeant Alan Baker at
the Mounted Police post at Fort
Endurance. After a brief dispute
over plans with his incompetent
superior, Inspector Haskell, Alan
starts out after the bandits in tl big police launch with the corporal
and four constables.
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Alan started to answer but lie
checked the words. His reasons
were deep and intangible things—
his friendships, the freedom he'd
found here, the sense of being root
ed in the country, his ramified du
ties that held him with invisible
bonds, his unwillingness to desert
comrades when tliey sorely needed
him, anti his reluctance to give the
impression of having quit just be
cause a commission was not forth
coming.
Down on the river Rill Hardsock
came skimming full-tilt up to tiie
landing, swerved tlie canoe around
in a complete circle to stop it.
leaped out upon the plunking
tossed tlie painter to a sleepy
Louelieux. He did not seem to no
tice Inspector Haskell only a couple
of rods away. At a lope he headed
up the terrace, straight for Alan's
cabin, as though Alan was the man
to hear the news.
“If you had nothing to turn to.”
Elizabeth persisted, “it would he a
little different. But you’ve got a po
sition waiting, at four times your
present salary, with advancement
sure, with a chance to make even
more on the side." Site broke off:
“But what's the use of going over
nnd over these arguments? We've
gone over them a dozen times. I
didn’t come for that.”
She paused a second, to empha
size her next words. “If you in
tend to stay with the Mounted. I
wish you would tell me so frankly
so that I can plan . . .”
It was an ultimatum. She meant
it so; Alan understood it so. But
she saw, too, that it had antag
onized him a little. Though she
must be firm now, she must head
off any antagonism.
Dropping her coldness, she got
up and stood beside him where lie
sat on the corner of tlie table.
“Alan! Don’t you realize how in
tolerable it is for me—not beipg
with you two hours in a whole
week? And if we were married, he
—Haskell — he’d make it even
worse. You know why lie's send
ing you out on these patrols and
letting you be here ju.it long enougli
to manage the post. When you're
gone he forces his company on
me. If I’d repulse him, he'd—he’d
take it out on you! I’ve got to let
him—”
A slow red crept into Alan's face
and his fist clenched. He had won
dered, sometimes witli nameless
suspicions, why ghe allowed Has
kell to lie so much in her company.
Mrs. Drummond and others had
hinted about it to him, implying it
was not very honest of her. Here
was the reason! It had never oc
curred to him tliat Elizabeth had
been permitting it for his sake.
He thought: “I can't blame her
for not wanting to live here in the
North. Her brother died here;
she hasn't any friends; these folks
don’t understand her. If she wants
to live in a city, that's as natural,
as much her right, as m.v wanting
to live in this North country. She'd
like to have pleasures, clothes, and
Ctlier Tilings we’ll have when 1 take

“TheTbesta”selection
d-i-o-s
and

service
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For a little space Alan stood
thinking. Why had those bandits
staged their robbery there at the
mouth of the Alooska, instead of
farther down north, nt some lonely
reach along the Mackenzie? In an
instant he saw thp answer to that
question. Tliev had chosen with
nn eye to a quick escape, an escape
to the best hiding place in all Mac
kenzie territory
As he Imagined them whipping
up the Big Alooska. whipping up
tliat lonely spruee-lnden river past
MacMillan’s trading post, his
thoughts leaped to Joyce, and a
fear came into liis eyes.
Echoing this very fear. Bill said:
“They’ll have to pass MacMillan's
place, Alan. Ten chances to one,
Dave’s gonp out somewhere* after
spring peltry and Joyce is there alt
by herself. . . .”
“But maybe they won't stop."
Alan argued. His words were more
a prayer for Joyce. “They’ll prob
ably try to sneak past. . . .”
He broke off: "Bill, go down to
barracks, find Bed, tell him Io get
the launch in shape to travel. While
you’re doing that. I’ll go tell Has
kell."
Halfway down the slope Alan
came upon Constable Larry Younge.
who was spreading Haskell’s bed
clothing on the grassy terrace to
sun.
An older man. past forty, a na
tive of this Waterways country,
Larry had spent his boyhood years
living with Crees nnd Chippewyans;
nnd by easy odds he was tlie best
bush detective in the whole divi
sion. But in matters of discipline
he was worse than Bill Hardsock,
for he was older, more set in bis
ways, more resentful of personal af
front.
Months ago Haskell had
busted him from a corporal; and
hy humiliating him with orderly
duties, he had been trying to make
Larry knuckle under. Watiing for
another month’s pay so he could
buy out of the Mounted. Larry wa«
going about his ‘“squaw work” with
stoical face, chalking up his scores
ngainst the day when he would be
out of sendee and could settle with
Haskell in man-to-man fashion.
Aian hade him: “Larry, drop that.
Go help Bill out. He'll tell you
what's up.”

nnd then'nTlow ine, ns n~eey com
manding. to Issue orders."
Alan stared at him in surprise.
After all the long months of the
winter past when lie had initiated
every patrol tliat went out. tip was
totally unprepared for tills testy
reprimand. An anger rose m him
nt Haskell's choosing to handy per
SonnJities Just now when those two
canoes were whipping up tlie Al
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been—”
“Yes. certainly—acting ns though
you were 0. C. around here. You
didn't appreciate tolerance when
you had it. You can take note
from new on you haven't got it!
I'll Issue the orders ulxiut this pa
trol.”
Abruptly he turned away to the
wall behind him wheie a map of
the Endurance country was tacked
up. A hig six-foot-square mosaic,
it was tlie inspector's own handi
work—a synthesis of government
reports, explorers' sketches and un
reliable Indian accounts. Though
a few of the larger details were
correct, in Alan's eyes it was a
clumsy nnd ridiculous piece of
charting.
As he waited, swearing at this
loss of precious minutes, Alan hap
pened to see Constable Whipple
over In the corner making inven
tory entries at a table. He said:
“Whipple, you'd better knock
off on that and get into fatigue
clothes. We'll need all the men on
this patrol.”
Whipple did not obey him, or
stir, but waited for tlie inspector’s
orders.
Alan later remembered, to his
heavy cost, and sorrow, how Whip
ple had sat there in the corner, lis
tening. scratching away with a pen.
while Bill and Larry nnd I’edneaul;
were down at the wharf hurriedly
making ready.
In helpless exasperation at Has
kell, lie thought: “Good Lord, aren't
you ever going to get through
studying that crazy d—d map?"
Back of this change in Haskell, this
angry decision to run Endurance
according to his own notions. Alan
sensed nn ugly hostility against
him personally. He was quite well
Tliat Victoria Job. noulilii’t any girl
aware of the cause of that bail
want them?”
blood. He had not been blind these
Bill Hardsock came past the al
last months; lie knew Haskell was
cove window, hatless, excited. Eliz
niaiUv in love with Elizabeth.
•
«••••«
abeth saw him, and realized her talk
Presently, turning around from
It was rare that Inspector Has
witti Alan was broken. But she did
his
map. Haskell said:
kell
allowed
his
temper
to
get
the
not greatly care. She had given
“I see that the Big Alooska. about
upper hand. He had learned selfa hundred mile* northeast from
control in the hard army school,
its mouth, divides into two
and he considered that any exhibi
branches.”
tion of temper was a plebeian thing.
To hurry this talk up. Alan
But when Alan Baker came into tlie
stepped around behind tlie desk
cabin, Haskell was thoroughly and
and pointed at the map as he
hotly angered.
spoke.
A dozen things had happened this
“Yes, that forks Is called Big
morning to irritate him. Constable
Leavings. But it’s farther east
Whipple, his stool pigeon, a thin
than your map shows: it's nearer
elerkish recruit whom he had
two hundred miles. Here's Mac
brought along tn Endurance, had re
Millan's trading post. Here’s the
peated several infuriating jokes
Forks. The right branch lend*
upon him which the men were toss
southeast through this ... it should
ing back and forth in barracks. A
be marked timber country. Tlie
few minutes ago Bill Hardsock.
left branch goes northeast into tlie
plainly carrying Important news,
big muskeg. About here Is where
had finished past him ns though
the Thal-Azzah should be marked.
he had not existed, and had taken
They're heading up this left
the news straight to Alan Baker.
branch for the Thal-Azzah—"
And just now through the open door
Interrupting, Haskell demandejl.'
he had seen Baker order Larry
“How do vou know they're doing
Younge to drop work assigned hv a
that?”
superior officer and do something
“I don't know, but it’s a sensible
else.
guess. The Thal-Azzah Is a hiding
To be so plainly Ignored hy his
place made to order, and they're
own men when any matter nf im
portance eame up, made him ap- j surely breaking for it.”
“Hmmph! Maybe." Haskell lit
pear a nobody. To have Baker is
a cigarette, and went on studying
suing orders and getting a pa
the map. Turning, he ordered:
trol ready without consulting him.
“If I'd Repulse Him, He'd—He'd
“You’ll take the launch and the
seemed to him a gross violation of
Take It Out on You!"
five men, Baker, and go up the
discipline. He had formerly been
Alooska. If yon don’t overtake
him her ultimatum, she had headed
forced to let Baker have his way
those bandits before reaching the
off any antagonism; anil what she
in managing the post; hut now,
Forks, leave the launch there, split
said about Haskell had galled him
shocked at realizing how very llttie
your party, three men each, and
as nothing else could have done.
he himself amounted to here, and
follow up both those branches—”
She half-whispered, running her
confident that his six months of ex
Alan objected. “But three men
fingers throuhg liis hair. You've
perience made him capable of run
against six, the six who pulled a
been here less than an hour, we've
ning the detachment himself, he
trick like that robbery—three
had less than ten minutes together,
had sworn he was going to come
mightn’t be able to handle them.
and now—.now something else hap
down on these men and come down
They've got murder charges over
pens and you'll he gone again." She j hard.
them, they've got a fortune in their
kissed him quickly and turned
But the secret and real source
possession: they're going to put
away.
of his anger was a deep smoldering
up a finish fight.”
jealousy of Baker because of Eliza
As Bill Hardsock stamped into
“Three men can handle them.
beth Spaulding. More clearly at
the cabin lie burst out: “Oh Lord.
Three men with the law behind
every talk with her. he saw she
Alan. Sammy-hell sure popped
them—”
trusted Baker, liked him. and was
down river! The Midnight Sun.
“A city cop may he a squad hy
going to marry him. Her cool Inbringing up a raft of furs from the
himself." Alan interrupted, “but in
Ramparts country, and gold dust, j accessibility maddened Haskell; and
the bush a man is a man. A legal
too. a whole wad of it from the j her comparison between him and a
bullet don't kill any deader than
I’eel and Arctic Red Placers. . . . j ninety-a-month sergeant cut him
an outlaw bullet. Men who'll hold
Down there, mouth of the Big | to the quick.
up a hig steamer in broad daylight
Pretty cool, a trifle haughty, she
Alooska. when she was taking on
nnd who fare the gallows if caught,
was just the kind of giri who suitwood, half a dozen men bounced
aren't going to be paralyzed by
her in broad daylight, and robbed i ed him. and was the only person
the sight of a uniform. I believe
■ here at Endurance whom he cared
her there, right close to ns—"
my party shouldn't split. We ought
■ to associate with. His admiration
“Robbed her? Wh-a-a-t!”
to stick together and whip up that
“That's what they did. They eame i had mounted, it had quickened with
left branch. That's the fork they'll
over tha side like as if they were ! passion, it had become a fire in his
take."
blood—the first and only passion
ord’nary trappers; tliev got a clean
“You're merely guessing.” Has
ate
affection
he
had
ever
known.
drop on the crowd, and had the
kell said coldly. “You don't know
His life, formerly so leisurely and
run of the boat for better'n an
which branch they’ll take. By my
purposeless, had taken on an aim.
hour!"
plan you’d be sure to overtake
a goal. That goal was to smash
Alan leaped to tiie all-important
them on one branch or other.”
question. “They didn't escape, Bill? I her engagement and wrest her away
“Yes, and have half m.v men shot
Tliey didn't get by with a trick I from Baker.
As Alan now hurried into the
up. I’m responsible for them. I
like that?"
cabin, Haskell swung on him:
know what that kind of responsiScarcely hearing him. Bill kept
“Don’t you know better than to
pouring out his news. “Tliey took
come
bursting
into
an
officer's
quar

niore’n three hundred pounds of
ters without knocking -and asking
dust, and sorted out half a dozen
permission? Go out and try it
of tlie best and lightest furs. Alan,
again.”
tliey shot and killed Jimmy Mont
His words went past Alan un
gomery ! He was the onty one that
heeded. Alan’s mind was too much
drawed a gun against 'em, and a
a turmoil. . . . Jimmy murdered.
rifie bullet got him coid.”
Joyce alone there on tlie lonely,
Alan’s face went pale. The news
savage Alooska. those six ban
of the robbery had been dazing
dit strangers escaping with their
enough to him; hut now. this crash
loot. . . . There was but one
ing shock of Jimmy’s death. . . .
thought in his mind—to overhaul
His lips fashioned silently. “They
those two canoes before they were
killed Jimmy. ... A rifle bul
lost beyond all pursuit.
let. . . . lie was the only one
Forgetting even his salute, he
to draw a gun—” But he could
eame across to the desk. As though
not speak; he could only stare at
cheeked by the look on his face,
Bill.
Haskell did not reneat the repri
“And if Father Claverly hadn’t
mand. Instead he listened silently
stepped in and helped stop a rush.
while Alan reported the robbery,
Alan, they'd have shot up tlie whole
murder, escape.
deck. Tliey slung tiie dust and furs
“They're headed up theBigAioosinto their canoes, and . . . Did
ka toward a muskeg country lying
they get away? What brought me
back there in the northeast,” Alan
busting up the river? I hope thpy
explained quickly. “It's called the
did—clean, slicker'n a whistle!”
Thnl-Azznh, the Land of Many Wa
In the pause then. Alan fought
ters. It's ten thousand square
to shake off his daze. He had to
miles of criss-cross waterways—
make tlie plans, fling out a patrol,
lakes, channels, slow creeks, nnd
Alan Was Not the Fool to Believe
get into action. It was all in his
soup-thin hog atl covered with flags
Haskell Was Bluffing.
hands -tlie pursuit, the capture the
and
willows.
They're
heading
for
whole heavy responsibility.
bility means. You're hog-t.ving me
the
Thal-Azzah.
That
’
,*
why
they
He demanded: “Who were tliey?
with orders I know are dead
staged the robbery at the Alooska
Trappers, did you say?"
wrong.”
mouth—so they’d have a straight
“t'n't know who. Aian. But
Haskeil tapped the table with his
shoot Into that muskeg. Tf they
strangers. Five whites and one
penknife. “I’ve given you m.v reas
reach
it
we
might
never
get
them.
’breed.”
ons, Baker, and listened to yours.
I'm going to take the launch and
“Strangers? Can’t be! Not in
If you refuse to obey orders, you'll
the
five
men
I've
got
—
”
this country.”
stay here at the post, and I'll put
Haskell
stiffened.
In
sarcastic
“But that’s what they were. NoCorporal Hardsock in charge of
tones he interrupted: “You've got?
hodv on the boat had ever seen a
this detail. Take your choice.”
Just a second, Baker. It would be
single one of ’em.”
Alan was not the fool to believe
a little better form to give your re
Alan did not believe this, but
Haskell was bluffing. The man
port and possibly make suggestions,
for lhe woment passed it qp-
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Trying to fight down his impa
tience. he said: “Maybe it was tact
less of me.
But ali along I’ve
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.) !

58

59

b3
VERTICAL (Cont.)

1-Kitchcn utensil
53- Hypocrisy
18—Is obligated
54- Man's name (short) 22-Obatruct
(pl.)
5-Refrigerate
55- Ordnance (abbr.)
25-Afterncon party
8-Most crude
26- Comtats
56- A beetle
57- Craw
27- Busy insect
14- Notion
23-Food prepared from
15- Put on
60-Contrive
15-Manifest
62-Oriental
E. Indian paim
17-Cwimming mammal 64-One who makes
29- lmitator
30- Pronoun
19- Household pet
i
amends
20-Stray
65-Corroded
31-Spike of corn
21- Know (Archaic)
66-Tennysonian
33-Rovers
22- Offer
character'
35-Passage of a law
22- Entcmo!ogy (abbr.) 67-Perceives
33-Withered
24-Paragraph
68- Extreme radical
37-Unit of weight (pl.)
23- Prohibition
69- Greek letter (pi.)
39- For shame!
40- Border
27-War god of Greeks
VERTICAL
23-Strorg boxes
43-Exist
-Smoker's implement 45-Fale
30-Toughen
2-Smell
32- Samoan seaport
47- Terminate
3- Badly frightened
33- Moist
48- City of Brazil
4- Plant juice
34- Most recent
49- Tibetan priests
5- Peculiar term of
38- Turn to the right
50- Lessen
expression
39- More distant
51- Part of carpenter’s
41- Combining form.
6- Expense
joint
New
7- Compass point
53-Contended
(abbr.)
42- Appoint
55- A molding
8- Set fire to again
44- Conducted
56- Day of the month
9- Eager
45- Give notice of
58- Major geographical
10- Humor
danger
subdivision
46- Ransom
11- Penetrate
59- Marries
12- Subdivision of a
48- Steps
61- Answer (abbr.)
49-Tardy
drama
62- Jolt
52-Ensign (abbr.)
13-Camp quarters
63- Born

One of the happiest groups tAe
writer was ever privileged to mingle
with gathered at the home of Jaccb
C. Bogues, on the evening of March
15, to celebrate the 98th armiversarj
of his birth. If memory is corract
this is the tenth consecutive yea
relarives, friends and members o
King Solomon’s Lodje, F. & A. M
have met for like purpose. As Mr
Bodies nears the century mark inter
est In th? observance of his b.rfh
days seems to increase. On this oc
casion there were 107 in attendance
including a lar.-ge delegation Iron
King Solomon’s Lodge of which Mr
Bogues has been a consistent mem
ber for 67 years. They took A!oh(
wtth them a large, rich birthday
cake on which was mounted 9f
candles, partly lighted and at tht
proper time, extinguished by th;
host. Mr. Bogues is also a Civil Wa
veteran, having been one of the firs'
volunteers. He has always beer
popular in society, and in his younge
days active in the triple business o
farming, milling and cooperage.
Those who attended the celcbra
tion of his hirthday a yrar aeo salt
j that his condition on this occaslo;
, appeared even better than at tha
time. He was one of the jolliest o'
the group and exchanged jokes with
his old time vim. The same glint
remains in his eye that was charac
teristic in his younger days, and he
would gladly frolic with the youni
folks in their games only that stif
joints, intensified bv a recent fall
fotbid. Old Father Time has worker
the inevitable, and Uncle Jake can'l
“shake a leg" as in younger days.
The program was conducted by
Guy Waltz, a soloist of merit ant
reputation, who opened the exercise:
wifh the following greeting to Mr
Bogues:
This ts a party for Grampa Bogues:
Ninety-eight years young today.
And we have gathered here tontqht
To wish him well and say—
We'll say to him, "How are you Gramp'
We hope you're welt and strong;
You sure can beat us. counting years.
As sure as you were born.
Your Mason friends are here tonight
To smile at you and say:
’You are a tough old "critter" Gramp
May you live for many a day;'
But when at last the call does come.
Just smile and say 'Good bye'
And meet the loved ones gone before,
In God's Home ln the sky."

May Warn of Kidney or
Bladder Irregularities
A persistent backache, with
bladder irregularities and
a tired, nervous, depressed
feeling may warn of some dis
ordered kidney or bladder con
dition. Users everywhere rely
i on Doan’s Pills. Praised for
| more than 50 years by grateful
fusers the country over. Sold by
all druggists.

Doans
Ills

Who was Who?
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK

THE BABES IN THE WOODS

OR some centuries now Robin

FRedbreast, with leaves and flow
ers, had covered up for childish lis
teners the miserable end of the
"Babes in the Wood," and time has
softened the cruel story into a nurs
ery favorite. Nevertheless, there
exists in England today the very
forest In which the tragedy oc
curred. Wayland wood, near Thetford. and nearby it, Griston hall,
reputedly the house of the wicked
unele, all parts of the estate of the
present Lord Walsingham; and cer
tain ancient documents reveal the
story as one of stark reality.
Griston hall has been the prop
erty of the De Gray family since
the Sixteenth, century. In 1562 it
passed into the possession of little
Thomas de Grey, then, gay the earli
est ballads, three years old. His
uncle. Robert de Grey, was left a
considerable legacy and custody of
the Infant heir. A document of
the period relates that the boy was
unaccountably lost during a visit to
a relative. Other legal papers show
that the uncle subsequently took
over Griston hall, was held tn suspi
cion by the neighbors, was trice impr^ymed and eventually died a
bankrupt.
By adding to these facts the lit
tle sister who shared the gruesome
fate, and the hired murderers who
quarreled over their task, early bal
lad makers and story tellers wove
the unhappy tale we know today.

After reciting the above Mr. Walt
arranged Miss Ruth Burnheimer. t
little girl of two summers, side by
side with Mr. Bogues, representing
the two extremes of life in point of
age. He then sang, with harp ac
companiment, "Give the Flowers te
the Living,” followed by a child's
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
song. Then came speeches by mem
would keep him liere and de
bers of the lodge—all ending with
c R E AK
TA P E R
mote him for refusing to obey a
T R C A T E D
kind congratulations to Brother
S A B E R E D
command. He had been waiting
Bogues in attaining to the remark
p L E N A R V
R e: S T O R E
months for just sueli a chance. It
able age of 98. Mr. Waltz also led a
A vz
s E N
R E D 1 c T
was a question of bolding out
male chorus choir with Mrs. Olive
D e: R M jgl Y PiRj E s
B 1 D A
: Shuman at the piano.
ngainst those ignorant instructions
V
V E N O M
Thee:
In the early evening a telephone
or getting away with the men nnd
To NG s
s L RIO O|N|S
i message was received from the Wormaking the best of it. Perhaps,
C L A|SIS £ T E
| shipful Master of Union Lodge,
after all, lie would catch up with
A y
A T s
D R 1 lE
tlie bandits before tliey reached the
F. & A. M.. extending the greetings
T R E EIS BJf|o R
r « o P
s
Forks.
1 of Mr. Lothrop, said to be the oldest
H o V E
R A G
IP ElA K. Is
Beaten, wenry of arguing, he
Mason in the State in point of mem
A G
T T E N £ AL 1 N
gave in. "All riglit. inspector. I'll
bership, to Mr. Bogues. which was
N
c
O
L
N
L
slo
1
A
G
D
E
E T
follow both branches.”
passed along. Mr. Lothrop is one
E N C o R E D S' p 1 N er T S
To cut off further delay be
year in advance of Mr. Bogues in
S
s
V
N
O
P
%
R
whirled abruptly on his heel and
£1
membership, but two years behind in
Strode out.
age. He would have come personally
Burgoon camp down from bar
to greet Mr. Bogues had the weathet
racks. A little later Whipple came
NORTH WALDOBORO been suitable. However, the promise
nnd timidly took his seat in the
[ is made that he will visit him later
launch. Alan and Bill and Younge
fiorn
Fmma Bornheimer and friends who [ ??• At that time members
------- __
were storing aboard guns, tent, have been passing several days at the . K:nf> Solomon's Lodge will meet him
grub and blankets. On the terrace heme of J. C. Bogues returned Wed- 'Mr. Bogues' home, and a phoabove, with a book in her lap, Eliz r.csday to Lynn, Mass.
I tographer will take pictures of t|je
abeth Spaulding watched casually.
(®. 1932. Western Newspaper Union.)
i
SS MIlt»
1 Then Frank Pedneault, demoniac
driver of the powerful launch, slid
, Mr. ana Mrs. A. J. Walter.
, Union Lodge may also attend Qn tha{
into the wheel seat and slipped in
William Walter has a new Willys occasion.
the gears; and headed north, down
Refreshments for the inner man OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
the Mackenzie.
They were at last away on the
Mrs. Lcvander Newbert and daugh were served in abundance by the
pursuit.
ter Phyllis were at Geneva Eugley’s ladies, consisting of a dozen kinds
of cakes, doughnuts, coffee and
But all Alan’s ardor had gone. Sunday.
cheese.
All hls leaping urge to he on the
•Joan and Loir Bornheimer who
It would seem unfitting to close
chase had gone. Premonition whis
pered. and its whisper chilled him. attend school at Kent's Hill are at , this report without mention of Mrs.
Margaret Calderwood, who was
As he glanced around at his men, home for their Easter vacation.
at the comrades he was leading
Lucretia Kaler and Reddle Miller reaily the sponsor of this occasion.
and was responsible for. he was and familv were visitors at I. J. She has been Mr. Bogues' nurse for
thinking that tomorrow this time : Mank's Thursday.
Mr. Mank's 18 long years, and her tender care
two or three of them might he , health shows verv little improvement. largely accounts for his longevity
dead—somewhere up the spruce- | Master Roger Shuman is passing a May Brother Bogues still live on with
us for years yet to come is the wish
buried Alooska.
few days with his aunt Dorothy of
the writer.
W. R. Walter.
Thomas in Rockland.
North Waldoboro.
Merlin Eugley is building a brooder
TO BE CONTINUED
____________
hcuse.
has had busy record
Awnings are cheaper. Let us make
Bc’-ues and W. F. Teague are
your awnings now—help create em- sfi'Lting wood at E. C. Teague's,
C1it
r!es A- Robins»» Observes H!s
ployment and save money at the
Rev A. I. Oliver, district superin40th Anniversary With the New
York Life
same time. This is a local concern tendent, was at the M. E. Church in
all year round service., Rockland this place Monday evening. The
Awning Co.. 16 Willow street. H E. feurth quarterly conference was held
An official of the New York Life
Simmons or J. M. Richardson.
and all report a very profitable and Insurance Co. who recently comple*121-23
interesting service.
ed 40 vears' service in the home office
is Charles A. Robinson, chairman of
the board. Because of the fact that
he has many friends in this city the
following sketch is republished from
the company’s journal:
“Charles A. Robinson, off'ce of the
chairman of the board. March 1,
'Practical Studies for 'Wines
1892. 40 years ago. Mr. Robinson be
gan his faithful and highly capable
and eftlothers
service in the company. A rea! Nylic
service veteran in every sense of the
By Dr. ERNEST H. LINES ____
word. Mr. Robinson has served as sec
Authority and Chief Medical Director
retary to a number of the company's
New York Life Insurance Company
officials during the many happy years
of his long and honorable service.
BATHS AND CARE OF THE SKIN
HE FORGOT IT
He served as secretary to the late
president, John A. McCall for a nuri
Kenneth would forget his head
GENERAL bath should be taken daily. The water for this should not
ber of years, having come to the com
be too warm. The temperature of tepid baths should be between 80
pany with Mr. McCall front the if it wasn’t fastened on! I do
degrees and 90 degrees. The temperature fo: cold baths for adults is usually Equitable Life Assurance Society of believe! Here he is racing back
to the house because he has for
New York in 1892.
about 65 degrees. Warm baths vary from 90 degrees to 100 degrees and it
“Mr. Robinson has been connected gotten something again. He is
is well to follow such a bath with a
ing and evening and after each meal.
with the president’s office ever since going on a week-end visit to his
cold shower.
Use a vertical up and down motion,
joining the company and when Mr
Hint's and must catch a train
In addition, the face and hands rather than a side to side, as this
Kingslev retired from his office as it the depot. If you want to
should be washed frequently during cross motion does not clean the
president March 11, 1931. becoming
ee what he is after, take a penthe day. The hands particularly spares between the teeth. Rinsing
the chairman of the board of direct
il and join all the numbered
should always be washed before meals the mouth daily with a weak solution
ors. Mr Robinson was assigned to the
nts together, starting with dot
and after going to the lavatory. The of common salt helps to keep the
office of the chairman of the board.
umber one and ending with dot
use of a nail brush helps to remove gums ham and firm. A visit to the
He was made secretary of the execu
amber twenty.
dirt aud germs from around the dentist twice a year is as much a
tive committee May 13. 1931. at which
time the office committee was
finger nails.
matter of health insurance as is a
changed, and became known as the
The skin needs this daily cleansing yearly examination by the family
executive committee. Our readers
because of its own daily excretion. physician.
are much indebted to Mr Robirson DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Sweating is going on all the time and
for the many fine contributions he
the watery part of perspiration
DENTIST
has made to good fellowship, and for
QUESTIONS:
evaporates, leaving a residue which
the exceptionally beautiful fiowri 302 Main St Tel. 915-M Rockland
All
wives
and
mothers
should
decomposes. This causes disagree
shows he has given us for the past
be able to answer these questions:
able body odors and also weakens the
three years.”
139*60
I. How warm should bath be?
skin so that it becomes susceptible to
X. When should face and hands
the development of pimples and boils.
be washed? 1. How should
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
A brisk and thorough cleansing of the
teeth be brushed and how often
STEAMBOAT CO.
skin with soap and water removes
daily?
Gilchrist
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
this waste material and stimulates
Steamer leaves 8wan's Island at 5.30
Monumental Wo»kg
the skm to renewed activity, thus
■c-pTrt,hi. nai. n » n i c*.i
A M., Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25,
VlnalhavCn
8.15, due to arrive at Rock
lightening tbe load of the kidneys and
Main Street
land about 9.30.
This is the third of a series of 12
other excretory organs.
Thomeaton. Maine
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M„
articles on Health in the Home. The

Health «. a, Home

A

Teeih

and

Gums

The teeth should be brushed morn

fourth will be on Exercise, Steep and

itest.

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Talaphona Connacilon

Vinalhaven 2.45. North Haven J.30, Ston
ington at 4.40: due to arrive at Swan'a
Island about 6.00 P. M.
8. H- STIN8QN. General

Agent.

H0-«

Every-Other-Day
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ROCKPORT
I

The scholars In the outlying sec
tions are being conveyed to and from
school here in a new 6-cyiinder
Chevrolet bus recently purchased by
Crockett’s Garage.
The Community Sewing Club will
meet this evening at the Methodist
parsonage. All members are request
ed to be present.
Marion Carver, R. N„ returned Sat
urday to Malden, Mass., after spend
ing two weeks at the home of her
aunt Mrs. Lillian Kellar.
Chester L. Pascal leii Thursday for
Boston and New York and is to sail
from the la ter place today on the
Avoid so far as possible the places where
steamer Monarch for a trip to Ber
germs ate most likely to be spread; over
muda.
Miss Marie McFarland who has
crowded cars and public meeting places;
been ill for several weeks was taken
overheated, stuffy rooms.
to Knox Hospital last week for an
x-ray examination. She is now at her
home and will be confined to her bed
for some time.
Be careful of close contact with others and
A benefit bridge will be held Thurs
beware of ail coughers and sneezers;
day evening at the home of W. M.
bteafcne through the nose, get fresh air, but
Lucy Stevenson, Park s'reet, Camden,
under auspices of Harbor Light Club.
avcid drafts or chilling.
Mrs. Clara Thomas entertained the
Saturday Night Club at her home on
Commercial street.
Get lots of rest. Drink plenty of water.
Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth lias received
Keep the bowels open. Take extra p. ecau
word from station WLBZ, Bangor,
staling that the song “When Summer
tion to keep in good physical condition, so
Comes To Maine Again,” which she
your system will have normal resistance
composed and which was broadcast
against germs.
over that station last week, will be
repeated March 26 at 12 45 p. m. The
singer will be Mrs. W. R. Hart, a well
known Bangor vocalist, accompanied
Try, particularly, to avoid catching cold.
bj’ Mrs. Alice Atwood at the piano.
They slate that Mrs. Hart’s voice
Colds lower your resistance to disease
registers well over the radio and the
germs. At the first sign of any cold, take
song is well adapted to her voice.
1 Wash this 4-minute way:
"CHE visited my sister, and I wished then I could
Bayer Aspirin; remain indoors if possible
An enjoyable meeting of the Twenone tablespoon of Lux does one day's undies... stockings,
O give her a hint. She wears her underthings two
! tieth Century Club was held Friday
tool Use lukewarm water—Lux dissolves instantly in it.
until your cold is gone. And if you have
1 afternoon at the home of Mrs. Annie j
or three days without a change! Everybody per
Squeeze suds through garment, rinse twice.
a sore throat, dissolve some Bayer Aspirin
Hod,-mar., Camden Papers were read !
spires
a
little
—
imagine
thinking
she
can
get
by!
”
Wash
after each wearing, for perspiration acids left in silk
! on “The Life of St. Patrick and Patrick j
tablets in water and gargle; this relieves
Underthings absorb perspiration
fade colors and rot threads.
' Henry’’ by Mrs. Amy Miller substitut- j
IN
SO
MANY
OFFICES
there
are
clever
girls
the soreness, and it usually reduces the
ing for Miss Marion Weidman, and on j
Never tub dainty lingerie with cake soap. Rubbing tends to
who do not realize that one thing alone holds them
odor—protect daintiness this way: •"* streak and wear out silk.
inflammation.
“New England Birds, Flowers and
back. Offices are warm, we all perspire, and under
Mountains" by Mrs. Ada Libby. The
Avoid ordinary soaps—cakes, powders, chips. These often
next meeting will be on the afternoon
things absorb these perspiration acids and odors.
contain harmful alkali which weakens threads, fades color.
perspiration acids and odors completely, yet it saves
. of Good Friday at the home of the
C If you have any reason to suspect even a
Others notice this offense before you do yourself.
Lux has no harmful alkali. Anything safe in water alone is
colors and fabrics. And it takes only 4 minutes,
president Mrs. E. B. Putnam, Union
safe in Lux.
touch of flu, call your doctor at once.
s'reet, and the annual election of
That’s why it is vital to put on fresh lingerie
of less. Play safe—Lux underthings and stock
officers will take place.
each day. More necessary than the daily bath!
ings after every wearing. This protects daintiness
Mrs. B. H. Paul is visiting her
daughter Mrs. Eliott Merrifield at
—and it actually keeps them new far longer.
And it is so easy! For Lux is made to remove
Springvale for two weeks.
Mrs. Kenneth Wooster and daugh| ter Nancy have returned to their
home in Bangor after a few days’ visit
GeOt'eLUK^V^td‘*heS-i«RlVeS
with Capt. and Mrs. Charles Wooster,
Ur.ion street.
Mrs. Della Clark who has been at j
' the home of Chester L. Pascal for
lou’ll enjoy stopping at
| rweral months is now visiting her
in is ultra-motiern Hotel.
cousin Mrs. Frank Thomas, Camden,
'\ Located "a step trom
before leaving for an extended stay
' Broadway”, overlooking
whipped potato, peas, salad, rolls, ice ( fins. Regret was expressed at the abwith her son Walter Clark in Boston.
WALDOBORO
voitd-renown 'limes
WASHINGTON
TENANT’S HARBOR
cream, fancy cakes and coflee. King stnee of Gus Tapley Sturtevant of
William E. Whitney was unfortu
Square, l he city's moat
Lion William C. Flint presided and 1 Portland, who organized the club, and
nate in ‘he loss of two valuable horses
Mr.
and
Mrs.»A.
L.
Shorey
have
been
interesting places, thea
[Contributed]
Miss Elizabeth Wheeler enter
W. G. Labe had charge of the pro- was unable to be present,
and harness in the fire which de
in
Waterville
and
on
their
return
tres, smart shops, busi
tained a few friends on the evening
gram. The speaker was Carroll T. i
Rev
stroyed
Sagamore
Farm
in
Camden
George H. Lincoln
were
accompanied
by
Miss
Elsie
ness centers are all near
of March 15. In the company were
Skillins, former president of the Port-' Neuritis Misery
early
Monday
morning.
Mr.
WhitThe
town
of
Washington
lost
one
Maunder
who
is
their
guest,
by 1400 outside rooms,
ney has been emptoy^din hauling’out1 Miss Marjorie Mooers, Mr. and Mrs.
land Lions Club, and his address on i
of its most respected and admired
Miss Faye M. Keene of the faculty
euch with a private bath
pulp wood in that vicinity and his Harlan Bragdon. Mr. and Mrs. Ed- citizens with ths passing of Rev. of the School of Ethical Culture.'New “Acres of Diamonds” stressed the,
Quickly Stopped
ttub and shower',, a radio
horses were kept in that stable. Ken win Wheeler, Mr. and Mrs Fred George H. Lincoln. He was respect- i York, is passing the Easter vacation , need of community interest and coSmalley, Clayton Hunnewell, Everett
and servidor. Note sur
u
... u t
i.
i operation. Mr. Skillins spoke in j Doctor's Prescription Enables Her
neth Dean also lost one horse.
ed for his mission in life, honest, at her home here.
u constructive work of the ,
prisingly moderate rates.
to Run Upstairs
Charles L. Veazie leaves Wednesday Torrey, Philip Murphy, Howard Mon citizenship, and kindliness toward , Lmwood Palmer Jr is visiting his f
club d
ltg
of ex. |
siM-Lt «3-S3..ia-»4
Maglc-llke relief from
for Boston where he will join the aghan and Sumner Archer. Miss all; admired for his venerable age, aunt Mrs. Henry P. Mason.
the torturing pains of
loeuUk. 34-M-0*
,,
,1—
i istence. Mrs. George Pratt and Guy
steamer Birmingham for a trip to Wheeler’s brother Whitney and par 95, making him the oldest citizen in [ naThaverSed
neuritis.
rheumatism
from
L
Waltz
added
much
to
'
the
P
rogram
ents Mr. and Mrs C. E. Wheeler were
Savannah, Ga.
and lumbago nas been
town and the possessor of the Post <,«™ nave
**““*
I wlth solos. Mrs. W. G. Labe accom
also
present.
It
was
regretted
that
given
thousands
who
John Ward, now of Old Town, was
cane. He was born in Washington,
m°ns CwbA ga7 a pa ty n 1 panied Mrs. Pratt on the piano and \
used Ru-No-Ma. a doc
in this place Monday greeting old Miss Evelyn Morris and Russell Mon Oct. 30. 1836. where he had made his Stahl s Tavern Wednesday evening m
tor’s prescription.
So
pIayed
f<jr
the
,
ive
,
y
chorus
sjn?
.
aghan were unable to a'tend. The
certain are the results
friends.
The Rpw theme
“Waldohome ever since. He was married to observance of its first anniversary
that if first 3 doses
presentation
of
gifts
from
the
guests
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S., will
There were 52 members and guest j * „ was
h Lions for the
don't drive out pains,
Affa Burkett Auv. 5. 1876.
44 »o 45 $»«.
money will be refund
BOV MOULTON
be guests of Golden Rod Chapter, came as a surprise to Miss Wheeler
Thg club wftg
nted
Rev. Mr. Lincoln in his early years present and the occasion was a most
as
she
had
told
no
one
that
it
was
ed/ Works differently
at Ith Av a-N.1.
Rockland, next Friday evening. All her birthday anniversary; she was the ' was an efficient lumberman owning happy one. The double dining rooms
a bcautiful bc„ and gave, ty
from other medicines
desiring to attend and for whom recipient of a sliver and rhinrstone several saw mills located in th s were decorated in St Patrick s Day i
because
contains no
Lionesses ,Mrs. ida o. Stahl mak- ! narcotics or opiates. Why Itundergo
need
transportation
has
not
already
been
presentation speech. Several
also a hand- town. However, the larger part of colors and the samejheme was carless pain another hour?
Your druggist
SWAN'S ISLAND
provided are asked to communicate I
life was devoted to_a far m-eater ried out In dishes and table appointwill gladly tell you about this amazinf
DnoHond
and
Mrs. Miio Clark of Stonington is with
..............
_ Stevenson
...
merits, jonquils and puaiv willows members of the Rockland club and
prescription that stops pain so quickly.
Mrs..........
Lucy
and those
1 vis'.tmg her mother Mrs. Lilia Moul- j wil'ling to use~theiP cars to accomtro ment included 63, Pat. and Mike put mission—that of serving Ond. He making up the bouquets. The menu their ladies were present and Mr. ■ C. H. Moor & Co.,322 Main Street
travelled
throughout
the
State
of
1 - Gas Disturbances
den,
date members please notify J. Carle- ting on the finishing touches and Maine holding meetings and had offi included fruit cocktail, roast lamb, skillins was accompanied by Mrs. Skil-I
Rockland, Maine
- Hyperacidity
causing much merriment. It was a
Schools in town closed Friday for ton Davis Supper at 6 o.clock
- Belching or bloating
ciated
at
many
baptisms
bringing
|
4 - Loss ot Appetite
f
two weeks' vacation.
, side Chapter of Camden wiil also be happy evening.
I - Sour Stomach, Heartburn or
w
At Naomi Chapter's meeting last manv into the fold. His private'
Mrs. Nelson Morse and Miss Irma : entertained at this meeting.
■ 07
< - Associated Stomach Disturbances
Friday evening the degrees were con donations and constant refusal to ’
Morse were in Rockland Saturday.
|
____________
Then start the PFUNDER Stomach
ferred upon Mrs. Elizabeth Under accept money for his services fur- ,
Mrs. Rilla Jellison, Mrs. Hester
VINALHAVEN
wood. Five guests from Thomaston thered his work It is of interest that (
Freethy and Miss Luella Holmes enTreatment at once for ready relief
were present. Refreshments were he actuallv wore out seven Bibles
i tertained a bridge and whist party I
-------and permanent correction.
1 Friday evening in lh’ club room of ' Ds Valois Commandery, Knights served after the work and a social during his lifetime. He was so well [
A private formula of F. H. Rf under, Ph.G.
I ver'ed in the work and so faithful 1
the Red Men’s hall. The decorations Templar, will attend Union Church time followed.
who spent a life time crowned with
j to it that he could repeat from memand cards were in Keeping with St. \ at the 11.30 service on Easter Sungreat success in developing to perfection
! ory practically any part of the text.!
his remarkable stomach treatment. You
Rebekahs Honor Oldest Member
; Patrick’s Day. Honors in bridge were j dav. There will be special music,
owe it to your stomach to ask for a FREE
Had he net been the victim nf a
Members
of
Puritan
Rebekah
Lodge
won
by
Harry
Smith
and
Margaret
j
Mrs.
Isaac
Calderwood
and
daughTRIAL at
Snrague and in whist by Ruth Moul- j ter Catherine left Monday for a with guests numbering 50 gathered shock it is logical that he would have
at the hall last Thursday evening to reached the century mark. His gen
den and Inez Ames. Each guest re week's visit in Portland.
Mr' F-.'erett Libbv entertained the celebrate the birthday anniversary of eva] health was excellent and per
ceived a favor.
Mrs. Hattie Kent entertained a members of her Sunday School class the oldest member of the order, Mrs. mitted him to work in the havfield
Lizzie Kalloch. Supper was served at in his 94th year.
flinch part;’ Monday cven'ng. She at her home Friday evening.
Funeral services were held Sundav
Union Church circle will serve the 8 o’clock, after which Mrs. Kal'.och
was assisted by her daughters, Miss
was presented with a birthday cake afternoon at his late home with Rev. ,
Phoebe Kent and Mrs. Hester Freethy. I usual suDper Thur'dav at 5.30 p. m.
' The guests were Mr. and Mrs. Orin i Mrs. Ibrook Cross and Miss Neva made by Mildred Slingsby, and an Frncst Davis and Rev. E’bridge
Milan, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges, Chase returned to Rockland Satur- orchid blanket from the Rebekah Davis of Montville and Appleton re
His death j
sisters and brothers, each one reading spectively officiating.
i Mr and Mrs. Edward Sprague, Mrs. dav.
Miss Tuth Brown entertained the a birthday greeting written by Har brinps sorrow to a vast circle of ac
Nelson Morse, Mrs. Lucy Smith and
T. F.’s at a St. Patrick’s partv Friday riet Wheeler. Mrs. Kalloch respond quaintances and associates. He is
William Freethy.
evening at hcr home on Chestnut ed most appreciatively and jokingly survived bv a son, Benjamin: three
street. The dining room was prettily remarked on her attaining the age grandchildren. Marguerite and Ger
APPLETON
decorated in green, the centerpiece a j of 85 years. Other members present aldine Lincoln and Tbuise Ames; also
petted plant of shamrocks. Favors who had a birthday in March were two great-grandchildren. Marjorie
Town meeting is over and it yet
seated at the table beside her and a and Anita Ames.
remains too cold fo realize spring were small Irish lassies dressed in cake
made by Mabel Wilson was pre
is here. Those who tanped trees ruffled green gowns. Assorted cakes sented to them also. Table decora
FRIENDSHIP
have not made much syrup and the and ices were served. Those present tions were suggestive of St. Patrick's
were
Mrs. r
P.’ J. V
Clifford,
Agnes
aue-tTn arm-' thife there
will
be
anv
'
wr,c
“
,1UIU
'
clocnn
v Mathieson, Ernestine Carver. Aura Day. The entertainment consisted of
Schools are closed for the spring
\ imhprintwi,llams' Rebpcca Arey, Carolyn readings by Daisy Torrey, Irish jokes vacation of one week.
I
J
a?,d Calderwood and Ruth Brown. Games by the committees in charge, a potato
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Files and son of
bigg trucks, scoot?
scoots and teams are con
con- wprp D)ayed and a genera, good Ume face contest with prizes, Irish sengs,
Portland are visiting Mrs. Lena Da
veying lumber from woods and past
followed by dancing to the tunes of vis.
uro<- to Sherman’s Mill. George Pea- || enjoyed.
The American Legion dance Satur- John Reid’s accordion, Fred Smalley’s
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Mitchell,
j body is very busv sawing and truckviolin, Alice Pullen, Norma Hawkins
I trg lumber to Rockland, Thomaston, dav night was well attended and a and Mabel Wilson in turn at the Lewis Burns and W. H. Allen mo
satisfactory
sum
netted.
Music
was
tored to Portland Saturday return
U”ion and Hone markets.
piano. Soliciting was done by Nancy
Remember the High school drama, furnished bv the Fakers. Mr. and Watts and supper was superintended ing Sunday.
Mrs.
Ambrose
Peterson,
Mrs.
Owen
“Amy From Arizona" next Friday
Almon M. Packard, W. J. Orne, Ro
Roberts and Ralph Brown comprised by Mary Monaghan and Mabel Wil
i nicht.
land Burns and Hadley Miller are
son;
entertainment
committee,
Har

the
committee
in
charge.
Alvah Ames of Union was a visitor
While at work on the Joseph Cal- riet Wheeler. Mrs. Kalloch did her employed by Hartwell Davis to assist
I at Georges Valley Grange last Satur
derwoed farm getting out firewood annual clog dance as usual on her in the erection of his combination
day
evening.
house and garage on North Main
Since 1340 this firm has faithfully
Rev. Clarence Fmery, state evange- for Union Church, David Duncan was birthday and it was remembered that street.
served the families of Knox County
last
year
George
Morton
escorted
her
hit
by
a
falling
tree.
He
was
taken
I list and Rev. L. E. Watson were
The Thelma with Capt. Josiah Po
LADY ATTENDANT
home and received medical attend to her seat at the birthday table, also
' recent callers at homes here.
land and Stanley Poland went to Ma
joining
her
in
the
clog
dance,
ance.
Mr.
Duncan
bas
been
confined
Day Telephone 450—781-1
’ Flecks of cows are heralding
tinicus Friday and thence to Port
spring and looking for a good crop of to bed for several days but is now a feature enjoyed by the Re land Saturday with a trip of lobsters
. . . EVER DRIVE A TAXI?
bekahs, year after year, but not so in
ga’rine.
BURPEE’S
corn.
for Trefethern's lobster shop.
1932,
Mr.
Morton
having
departed
Mildred
Robinson
is
employed
as
ROCKLAND, ME.
LEADING TAXICAB COM
this life since the last birthday partv.
nurse for Cant. W. P. Greenlaw.
Earl Wincapaw has concluded his
Eut memories of him still remain in duties on the smack Consolidated.
PANIES NOW INSIST
the hearts of the members of Puri
Charles W. Kossuth
The Myra J. Wooster, Capt. Lash
tan
Rebekah
Lodge.
UPON HYDRAULIC BRAKES.
brought in a load of coal from Port
The remains of Charles W. Kos
A pleasant evening was passed and land Thursday for Bumham & Mor
suth. were brought here Friday from
all
joined
in
wishing
Mrs.
Kalloch
a
COULD ANYBODY BE A
rill’s clam factory.
Norridgewock and interment was
The American Legion from Thom
made in the familv lot at John repetition of the occasion in 1933.
BETTER JUDGE OF BRAKES?
{■with an "OK that counts"
aston will hold a minstrel show in
Carver cemetery. Mr. Kossuth was
Bossa’s hall, April’ 6.
born 69 years ago in Digbv, Nova
OWL'S HEAD
NEW tow rices—NEW DODGE SIX $Z9S to $89$. NEW DODGE EIGHT ShlS to $nt$.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Simmons and
Scotia, son of the late Jacob and
Mrs. Walter Britton spent Satur
f. O. 8 Eoctory. law dsliwrad pricas. Conraniant tarsu. Eiva wira or domountobla wood
Annie Kossuth. He came to Vinal dav evening with friends in Camden. sons Stanley and Melvin recently
wtwati, no astro cost. Ooploto sotaly ploto gtoss $9 50 to $17-50 Automatic Clutch ttandord
the skin. Rid the pores of
haven with his parents at the age of
The sewing circle meets this week visited relatives in Bremen.
SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc. Cleanse
on Eigfctsj only $8 on Stsas. Closad modols wind fer Philco Tronutono Radio.
allclogy ing impurities with Resinol
Stacey Simmons of Damariscotta
seven and attended the publ’c with Mrs. Evelyn St. Clair.
689 MAIN STREET
TEL. 125K Soap. Thrn apply Resinol Oint schools. He was a resident of this
has
been
visiting
Allie
Crouse.
Oscar
Foster
and
A.
B.
Borgerson
ment to heal any sore, inflamed
$375 AND UP
% TO 7 TONS PAYLOAD
DODGE TRUCKS
ROCKLAND
town for many years, working here are doing carpenter work on Brad
Miss Dorothy Crockett and Miss
pimples. Thissimpletreatment used
Polly Crockett of Rockland were re
and also at Barre, Vt. and in Canada. ford Adams’ cottage.
56-tf
daily, has changed many a coarse,
Twenty years ago he settled on a
G. C. Young was recently in east cent visitors in town.
— j blotchy, r.eemingly hopeless skin
farm in Norridgewock, where he died ern bav. But every scalloper has
Mrs. Susie Philbrook of Warren has
—
into one. that is clear, smooth and
March 16. His nephew Willis Kos- been finding weather very bad and been visiting her daughter Mrs.
naturally lovely. Don't risk delay.
Druggists sell Resinol Soap and | suth accompanied the body to Vinal scallops scarce.
Kenneth Thompson.
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
Resinol Ointment.
haven.
The boat Flora & Madeline with
& SON, Inc.
SAMPLES FREE: Write Resinol,
crew left last week for the western
A LASTING MEMORIAL
The Chinese aren’t so yellow. A scallop beds.
54 Park St.
Tel. 124
Department 14, Baltimore, Md.,
Rockland
Cemetery Memorials
for trial size samples, together
Jap racketeer can’t make them buy
The most beautiful memorial is a
Thomas I. Young has returned
,,.with your copy of hookleton“Skin
his goods by threatening them with from a two months’ visit with rela fragrant memory —Le Baron Cooke,
EAST UNION, MAINE
4-tf
TreatmentforHealthand Beauty." a gun.—Canton Repository.
tives in Orland and West Penobscot. in The Spur.

How to Escape

and Grippe

2

Avoid Offending

2

4

LUX for underthings

. . . keeps them like new in spite of constant washing

HAVE Y0U<

ep _

sure theyll step!

Dodge with a new pace-------

New beauty, spirit, life —

Startling values

HlMItAlSUtVIU

k EMBALMING <
MOTOR AMBUIANLI

THE BEST WAY
TO GET RID OF
PIMPLES

DYER’S GARAGE
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improvement of cemetery; 39. repair
ing culvert on Georges street; 40. tarring Knox street; 41, Western
Meadow and Green House hill; 42,
tepair concrete road at Corner;
43 n£W road mach‘nel «-«• collec
tion of taxes; 46. payment of con
tagious diseases by Board of Health;
47. Williams-Brasier Post; 48-49. re
on Eureka and Counce engine
houses, 50. repair of Watts Block, 51
fepa^ Branch Brook
Brook bridge; 52,
trimming trees; 53. appropriation for
snow fencing; 54-55, new street
lights Georges and Gilichrest streets;
56. State advertising; 57, $250
to be used at a firemen's muster by
Williams-Brasier Post in connection
with their annual fajr in August.

CAMDEN

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
CITY OF ROCKLAND
.Tlie subscribers. Assessors of Taxes,
oF the Citv of Rockland, hereby give
notice to the Inhabitants of said City
end other persons having Taxable Proporty within said city, to make anci bring
in to said Assessors true and perfect
lists of their polls and all their estates,
real end personal, ln writing including
Money on Hand or at Interest,, and
debts due more than owing, and all
property held in trust as Guardian,
Executor, Administrator. Trustee
otherwise (except as is by law exempt
from taxation) which they were posses
sor of on the first day of April, 1932,
end to be prepared to Make Oath to the
°‘h«T ""'particularly requested
to notify the Assessors of the names of
all persons of whom they have bought
or to whom they have sold taxable
nrooe
merty since the first day of April,

Early Monday morning fire de ♦
stroyed the buildings on the Belfast I
road, about one and a half miles from
the village, known as Sagamore Farm
HARD WOOD fitted. 112 and *14:
This farm was established about 40 Junks. $12; small round wood, stove
$10: fitted soft W'>od. $8. O. H
years ago by the late Hon. J. B. CRIE. Thomasto
n. Tel. 122-2
26-tf
Stearns at a cost of about $35,000 and
USED
CARS
for
sale
in
the
following
was the largest and most up-to-date makes: Nash. Pontiac, Whippet, Olds
farm in this vicinity. It is now mobile, Essex, Ford. Chevrolet, Dodge,
owned by C. F. Heubiein, Inc., of Buick, Chrysler Durant, Studebaker,
Erskine, Reo. Hupmobile. Prices
Hartford, Conn. The fire, without Viking,
range from $35 to $685. MILLER’S
doubt, was of incendiary origin, as ! q^'rage, Rankin st.
j
the house had been vacant for about
RECONDITIONED
batteries ^LLIAM
a year. Three horses owned by men
repair work
chopping wood on the mountain were ; black, io sweetland st.
33*35
burned. One was saved. The fire
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres,
started in the house and it was burned modern buildings, pasture land. hay.
flat before help could arrive. There apple orchards, lumber and fire wood. lfhl.
And for the purpose of receiving said
MRS H. P BUCHANAN, 36 Mountain lints
was no insurance.
and making transfers of all Drop8t.. Camden. Tel. 2597.
21-tf erty bought
or sold, the undersigned will
Mrs.
Clara
French
entertained
Mrs.
WARREN
LOBSTER TRAP sills, hardwood, bored. be in session at the Assessors' Room,
Bertha
French.
Mrs.
Luella
Tuttle
No.
7
City
Building,
from nine to twelve
Arrangements for the funeral of
2’4c; door cleats lc. Runners, oak bows
’clock in the forenoon, and from one
Mis. Martha Conway Spear who died and Mrs. C. O. Petry of Rockland and boat lumber cheap. B. M. CLARK. o
to
four
o
’
clock
ln
the
afternoon of each
35*37
early Monday morning, are made for Monday afternoon at dinner and Union. Me
T FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY
bridge
at
her
camp
at
Coleman
Pond.
2 o’clock Wednesday. Members of
GRAY Rebuilt Marine Motors with
Miss Mae Bills of Castine is the one year guarantee for sale. New list
APRIL 1, 2, 4, 1932
Ivy Chapter. O.E.S. are requested to
just
out. Prices reduced on new 1932 Special Notice to Executors, Adminis
guest
of
her
sister
Mrs.
Fred
Could,
attend in a bodv, and to meet at Ma
trators, Trustees or Guardians
motors.
A.
L.
ANDERSON,
Camden.
Mountain street.
The statute provides that you must
sonic hall at 1 30.
24*35
Miss Ruth Thomas of Saco was the
brVng in to the Board of Assessors a true
Walter Perrv of Portland spent the
TWO CQWS for sale, also grocery ^nd perfect list of all taxable pronerty
weekend
guest
of
her
parents,
Mr.
and
weekend with his parents Mr. and
wagon and mowing machine. TEL. 108-4 i In your possession to date of April 1.
Mrs Frank H. Thomas.
Thomaston.
35-37 . 1932. otherwise It will be taxed as the
Mrs. Arthur L. Perry.
Raymond
Mayhew
is
critically
ill
--------------------------------------------------------- 1 statute provides, and any personal e>~
Mrs. Chester Soear suffered a com
DRY hard fitted wood for sale. $10 t amination of property by the Assessors
with
double
pneumonia
at
Kr.ox
Hos

pound fracture of the leg just above
cord, junks $10. 4-foot wood $9. Kept will not be considered as a waiver of
under cover. DODGES MT. FARM. Tel. neglect of anv person in bringing in true
the ankle late Saturdav night when pital, Rockland.
Mrs. Belle Arnold has vacated her 352-24.
30-35 ana perfect list as required bv law.
jBroesing a newly varnished floor in apartment
Any person who neglects to comply
in the Montgomery block
POWER
HOISTS
for
all
trucks
for
sale, with this notice will be doomed to a tax
U’e home of a friend in Rockland.
on
Eim
street
and will leave soon lor .
any pocjy hydraulic hoists and steel according to the laws of the State e."
The iniured member was adjusted at Lewiston where she will make her i bodies, combination dump and stake be barred of the right to make application
Knox Hc'pltal and Mrs. Spear was future- hnmr with her dlU~hter Miss bodies. overload springs, trailers etc. either to the Assessors or County Com
! B M CLARK. Union. Me. Tel. 7-24.
missioners for any abatement of taxes,
removed to her home here Sunday luture norne wim nil
Dorothy Arnold.
[
30*35 unless such person offer such list with
vening.
hts application and satisfies the assessors
The
First
Parish
round
tab.e
of
the
dry
fitted
bard
wood
under
cover,
Mrs. Bovnton Maxey (Helen Star- j
he was unable to offer it at the
Church will meet at $10: junks. $10; long. $8; soft wood tliat
time appointed.
rett) and infant daughter Joan re- j Congregational
the
parish
house
Wednesday
evening,
mixed.
$8.
T.
J.
C
arroll
.
Tel.
263-2T
M. M. DAGGETT,
WEEK OF
A REAL LENTEN TREAT
fumed home Saturday from Knox All members of the parish are invited.
Chairman.
Hospital.
NEW 11 ft. skiff for sale; at Perry’s
L. A. THURSTON,
An interesting program has been ar Railway.
H.
W.
KEEP,
Price
very
reasonable.
ELMER
MARCH 21
Miss Svbil Hawes who has been
Assessors of Rn-kland.
SIMMONS. Limerock St. Tel. 139-Y.
-pending the past week with Mr. and ranged.
Rockland. Maine. March 1. 1932.
35-37
WARD’S
Mrs. T. Jenness French entertained
Mrs. Ftmer Jameson returned to the Monday Club this week at her
30-38
HORSE HOE. horse rake. disc harrow,
Umon Sundav.
two cultivators, sulky plow. No. 4 Hussey
home on Sea street.
NOTICE
OF
FORECLOSURE
piow. potato digger lor sale. Inquire
T’ui’-sday evening at her, home in
Whereas. John Kosklnen of Warren in
Mrs. Carrie Aldus is critically ill at R F. D. No. 2. BOX 15 Union.
33*38 the
Waldoboro Mrs. Clarence Benner her home on Mountain street.
County of Knox and State of Maine,
DRY hard fitted wood $10. junks $10, by his mortgage deed dated April 27th.
■rave a birthdav partv and kitchen
Abbie
L
Tiffany
of
Camden,
a
sec4-foot
wood
$9.
delivered.
M
LOFMAN.
1927,
and recorded in Knox County Reg
shower for Mrs. Mildred Gammon.
istry of Deeds. Book 213. Page 246, con
THIS SALE
fccv’vmpnts nf
Rllnnv •• ond year student at Farmington Nor- R F. D. 1. Rockland. Me Tel. 263-11.
REGULAR
35*37
veyed to the undersigned, John A. Hen•R fre irnents of Blushing Bunny
school, will be one of the student
for .I v
drlckson of
In
of
PRICE
'ake. coffee a--| ice cream made in speakers at the Superintendents'
SMALL BARN 15’aXl8 a, _ehean .w.
. oRockport.
, „ ,
. said County In)
PER
cash
UPPER PLEASANT ST. Phone j Vnnv
Knox nnd
an? Ktuto
bJat,e nf Kfnino
Maine, <ia nortoln
certain lot
the
colors
of
the
season
were
served
or
parcel
of
land
with
the
buildings
DELICIOUS
FRESH
LB
33*35 : thereon, situated ln the Eastern part of
at the conclusion of the verv pleas Conference to be held at Merrill hall, 700.
SECTIONAL OAK book cases for sale. said Warren, bounded and described as
ant evening. Guests present were, March 21. Miss Tiffany will speak on
33-35 follows, viz:
Vrv. i -da Martin. Mrs. Charles •'Skill and Types of Training Ac TEL. 502-W.
On the North by land of A. L. G. Kills
BABY CARRIAGE for sale, In first
Young. Mrs Chlsie Trone and daugh quired At F. S. N. S. ’
class condition. CALL 154-W.
32*34 and land of Winfield Wooster; on the
Eafct and South by land of Winfield
ter Marv. Mrs. Herbert Waltz. Mrs.
CRIB with mattress, play pen and Wooster and A. L. G. Hills, and on the
STRAND
Ru’h Philbrook. M'ss Thelma Oxton,
..
, THEATRE
.
,
.
_ . i touet chair for sale. TEL. 846-M. 33-35 West by land of said A. L. G Hills, con
Marian
Marsh,
who
plays
her
first
:---------- rr
and
Mrs
Percv
French
of
Warren.
• • • «
HOLSTEIN COW for sale. 5 years old. taining 35 acres, more or less. It belnn
\l-s Rodrev Brazier and Mrs. Mav- starring role in “Under Eighteen
Just freshened TEI. 987-W________ 33-35 the homestead farm of the late Samuel
Thomas, late of said Warren as conveyed
Mrs. Margaret Lakeman has re- na’d Brazier of Thomaston and the which comes for Wednesday and
CARS for sale or exchange; to Fred M. Brown by his heirs. Philip S.
. sinned her duties at the Senter Crane •nr-t of honor Mrs. Mildred Gam- Thursday, has fuccreded in making •loUSED
BOTTLES
ed models ln good condition cheap, Lermond and Abbie J. Stetson by their
store, Rockland.
non.
i the role of the little poor girl who time payment Slightly used tires 33x4. deed, dated the 28th day of May. 1904,
parts for Reo and Model T Ford and recorded in Knox Registrv of Deeds,
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Phillips re
F:r‘ en wtnt frcm Warren I od”p yearns for the life of the rich—as Used
E D LINSCOTT. 73 Crescent St. June 11. 1908. Book 143 Page 531
turned by motor to Boston Sunday- o at'end tbe meeting of thc I OOF ; glimpsed by her in the modiste shop ears.
Tel. 812-W
35-37
for further description of said premafter
spending
the
weekend
with ' od e a* Waldoboro and to celebrate where she works—a character sa
SEVEN-ROOM hoy e for sale, bath, fine ise*? reference may be had by consulting
CANS
friends. They were accompanied by- *i*e 55th year since Thomas Benner wistfully appealing that it might be cellar, barn. 14 ac$e field, Oliver St., references alluded to in said deed of the
:,4 mile from postoffice. Quick sale heirs of said Samuel Thomas to Fred
Mr. and Mrs. Fred R. Linnell of •oined.
1 any young girl in the world.
$2500. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. M. Brown: also deed of Fred M. Brown
Watertown. Mass., who were guests
•sbp nryf meeting of the O E.S.
“Under Eighteen’’ portrays the in- Tel.
1080
18-tf to James Cochran, dated September 19.
1911.
of Mrs. Herbert Linnell and by Mrs. Circle takes place April 19 instead most longings of ail girls who are
. .
,
.
_.__ , FOUR ROOM bungalow. Just off Main
And whereas the conditions of said
; Mildred MacAlman May who visited of April 5 as previously reported. ! Searching for the Prince Charming
Thomaston for sale. In perfect mortgage have been broken.
I relatives in Rockland.
i Ivv Chapter. O.E.S., observed past —who, in this instance if portrayed condition, large lot of land. Many other
DELICIOUS
Now, therefore, by reason of the
THREE PEPPER
properties. DR. ALLYNE W. breach of the conditions thereof. I claim
IS
-- \
Mrs. Frank Pitcher and daugh ->a*’-nns ard na't pairors night and with manly ardor by Regis Toomey desirable
with
PEABODY. Tel. 52-11 Thomaston.
foreclosure of said mortgage.
ters Barbara and Grethel were over •' ’B*!! birthdav anniversary as well of “The Fingzr Points" fame. The
28-tf, I Dated at Rockland. Maine. March 14th.
_________________
JELLIES
CINNAMON
night guests of Miss Alida Hyler last Friday evr*’)*’'’. A six o'clock sup- gav biade who has the chance to be-oj 1 . j< I
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover 1932.
JOHN A. HENDRICKSON.
week, returning to Waldoboro Friday
r or pvca’loned potatoes, cold s,icpd tray the childlike trust of the would- $10. junks $10. W. L. OXTON. West
CHEESE
Rockland. March 14th, 1932.
Rockport.
Tel. 8011 Camden.
31-tf
night.
be society girl, is played by Warren
**am.
bakrd
bran
’
,
sa'ads.
Rhd
'weete
GINGER
J
Personally
appeared
the above named
2nd dll •
•*» ittpf*
Mrs. Lewis Hanley entertained her qq qry»vcfl
William, late recruit from the BroadBARGAINS in new and used Johnson John A. Hendrickson, and made oath
rCREAM SANDWICH
Outboard
niOvors.
A.
L.
ANDERSON,
that
the
foregoing
foreclosure
notice, by
wav s age whese work in “Expens ve Camden.
brie' p club at a costume party on St
24*37 him signed. Is true.
CLOVES
Patrick
’
s
Day.
Those
pres.
:nt
were
Women"
and
“
Honor
of
the
Family"
°I1,
El
’
7nbP
fc
h
MunBefore me.
LUNCH SPREADS
Mrs. George Gilchrest, Mrs. Genev and Fvelvn Pobin’on. Past offl- ha; betn sa highly lauded by the »»
GILFORD B BUTLER
•ALLSPICE
32-T-38
Justice of the Peace.
-nr<and
tboce
n
CW
j
n
(He
'•hairs
were
■
vieve
H.
Frye,
Miss
Belle
Cullen,
Miss
crttics
—
adv.
i
♦
CRACKERS 1 L8. PKG
' Edna Watts, and special guest Miss ■ra'od to'-cthe- at one table. Green
4
NORWICH
UNION
INDEMNITY CO.
IVOM Will* fWMU.1
Genevieve Bradlee.
Lunch was •ankir’ were bes'd“ pnch plafe and
SIFTER-TOP
4
New York, N. Y.
served.
here
..-ore
several
birtbdav
cakes
as
CANS
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1931
Miss Nellie Gardiner accompanied •"•nterpipees for the tables made bv
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at •all times. i Stocks and Bonds ................. $3,280,177 75
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Rcbinson frcm Grace Snear and frosted in green.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO. Cash in Office andBank ......... 303.118 35
____________________________________ _26-tf | Agents’ Balances ............ 692,341 28
Castine and is visiting her sister Mrs
the meeting following the sunrer
LAWN MOWER SHARPENING is a Interest and Rents .................
48,416 26
George Cross. Gleason street.
‘bp'-e past officers with some ercepspecialty of CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409 An other Assets ........................ 828.601 31
onv officiated: Abbie J. Newbert.
Mrs. K?,-l Stetson and Leonard
Main
St..
Rockland.
26-tf
.
t
----------PER BOX
PAIR OF BIFOCAL nose glasses, in
i Gross Assets ........................ $5,152,654 95
Stetson spent Friday in Camder. as wq-thv maTon: W H Rob'nson.
FURNITURE repaired, rcflnlshed and Deduct items not admitted 90,395 74
aluminum
case
lost.
Reward.
Return
to
guests cf Mr. Stetson's cousin. Miss wc-th*' nntro*: Jes'ie Walk»r. asseni- COURIER-GAZETTE office.
34-33 remodeled, reasonable rates; reproduc*
J _—- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------**e ma‘’on: G’orce W. Walker. ar?o, .
----- - ! tions made. Satisfaction guaranteed. W. , Admitted ............................ $5,062,259 21
Bessie Bowers.
CHILD
’
S
light
brown
high
boot
and r -BILL-’ SIMMONS. Tel. 1003-J DunStephen Barry, a junior at Univer ’!ate patron: C. B. Hall, secretary: rubber, lost on Ocean St. or head WadsLIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
ton Ave or Tel 8O2.R south Main St.,
sity cf Maine, spent the weekend •~R»her Newbert of Thomaston, treas- worth St.. Thomaston
Please leave ci,v
32*37 Net Unpaid Losses ................. $1,830,141 47
PER JUG
office or McDON- -- - ----------------------------------Unearned Premiums ............. 1.324.945 96
with his mother. Mrs. Ellen Barry. •rfr; I nuie J. Drewett, conductress; COURIER-GAZETTE
ALD'S Drug Store. Thomaston.
35*37 ! WE WILL RENT to you an Electric All other Liabilities ............. 1.043 512 14
’Ta—a-e* Pewner. associate con- —■—. —
Main street.
,
Floor Polisher or a Vacuum Cleaner at Cash Capital ............................ 500 000 00
GOLD rimmed glasses lost between r.ioderate cost for your spring cleaning surplus over all Liabilities .... 333.659 64
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark spent ■’,tctrp“": Carrie Butler, chanlain; Universalist
Church and Sea View
HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC.. Electri
Carrie Smith. maw-baR Mary Berry. Garage Reward. PERCY McPHEF 28 from
Sunday
in
the
home
of
Mrs.
Clark's
cians. Phone 721, next to Ford Agency. ‘ Total Liabilities and Surplus $5,062 259 21
Per Bottle 9c
GRIPSPREADER MUCILAGE
James
St.
34-36
parent- Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Keyes, krg$n’st: Tena McCallum. Adah;
___________ 31-tf ,
29-T-35
AGENTS’ COMMISSIONS. Sell high j
\l~ada Rimi-nors. Ruth: Mrs. I.it’a
at Bucksport.
grade razor blades. Cost you one cent CENTRAL SURETY AND INSURANCE
Large Can 19C
Miss Margaret Felt of Boston spent 'irr' of T^mrraston. Fsther: Nettie
WATER GLASS
each. Make 100 per cent profit. Send
CORPORATION
the weekend at her home here, re znmrccn, Ma“tha' Fmma Norwood.
25c for 10 sample blades and paiii«uKansas City, Missouri
^ivah
Simmo-s,
warder;
turning
Sunday.
lars. JONCO SALES CO.. P. O. Eox 263
3 Bars IQC
P
G SOAP
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Rockland.
23-tf
Mr. and Mrs Wallace Parker and a'hnrt ’r McPhail of Rockland, sentiEstate .............................. $25,851 03
-0]
mho
nrccrem
for
the
evening
LADIES—Reliable hair goods ai Rock Real
daughter Nathalie of Lov/ell, Mass
Mortgage
Loans ...................... 859.342 77
Per
Pound
27c
WANTED to buy or leace filling sta land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order*
HOYT’S BUT-A-KISS
are visiting Mrs. Parker's parents. -no^.r} "v well as closed with tion
Stocks and Bonds ................ 2.272.561 48
in Rockland. Write FILLING STA- solicited H C RHODES Tel 519-J
'b
C
*-u’
ir-ing
of
several
old
time
Cash
ln
Office
and Bank ...... 521.163 47
Mr. and Mrs. Alpheus Jones.
TION,” care Courier-Gazette.
33*35
26-tf Agents' Balances
.................... 615,113 90
George French who is at the Lu 'avorjtes a’ “Auld lane Syne,”
EXPERIENCED mender and darner
HARNESS and leather goods, also re Bills Receivable ....................
55.614 21
cette following treatment at Knox ‘Ouiltim Pa’ty." “Old Kentucky wanted to do miscellaneous sewing pairing. JAMES H. HALL. 231 Main St., Interest and Rents ................. 50.938 07
for
adult
family.
Write
MRS.
D..
care
opp.
foot
Pleasant
St.
30-tf
HERSHEY’S
Hospital, is doing well and would -Trn-o" “C’d Po”-s At Pome” and this office.
35-37 , WATCHES. CLOCKS, antique and
Gross Assets ..........................$4 400.594 96
‘Gerd
J adifr " The remain- ’
be pleased to have his friend’ call.
CHANCE O^ LIFETIVF
grandfather, repaired. Call and deliver, Deduct Items not admitted .... 113.605 70
•on rr *ho o-e-nqn, inelud’d a violin
At
the
re-ular
meeting
cf
Grac'
BaKing or Drinking
wanted to call on farmers in Knox Coun mail or leave. Experienced workman.
Chocolate
Admitted ..............................$4,285,983 23
C 'ar'er. O.F3.. Wednesday r'ght m’t. “The Gavotfe ” by Louie 1>tw- ty. Wonderful opportunity. Make $7 to S. A MACOMBER. Rockland Tel. 958-J.
$12 daily. No experience or capital
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
-"’
"•n
’
-aniod
by
Carrie
Smith;
27-tf
the committees for the Bi-centennia'
Write today. McNESS COM
LET E. A KNOWLTON file your sewe Net Unpaid Losses .............. $865,545 38
Bazaar will be appointed. The Ba •'adir-* “Tbp Cne Horse Shav." bv needed.
PANY.
Dept.
M.
Freeport.
Illinois.
repair your furniture at 216 LIMB- Unearned Premiums ............ 1.103,912 85
zaar will be held April 20 in the Ma- -n„-,o MrCallum' piano ’o’o, “Polka
35* It and
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
28-tf All other Liabilities ............. 485 694 72
Mrs.
-onic banquet hall under auspices of -•Ant’oqo" 1 ouie Drewett.
Cash Capital ............................ 1.000.000 00
SHINGLE MACHINE wanted State
Surplus over all Liabilities
831.836 33
'"■ar'r-lc
Alim
wo
S
vccil
soloist
dur1
Half Pound
size saw length bolt carriage will take.
the O.E.S. Circle.
J-S-Lb
4 •••
.«. •«. jg
FOR
Oive
lowest
cash
price.
IL
L.
TIBBETTSk
'ne
thp
erremonie
’
.
The
work
was
Cake
Mrs. Edith Aldrich has lea'ed the
—
...
—
“
—
ft
Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,285 989 26
34‘3*
Waldoboro. Me.
Cans
Clarence Btnr.er house and will move •.mv we’l done and clearlv exempli29-T-33
-to-i
a* the close remarks were
er?,------------ ---------------------- ----------------- into it shortly.
'
ORIENT
INSURANCE
COMPANY
John Creighton who is at the -n-dc b’- Mrs. C-eo-'-e Brigham. Mrs.
Hartford. Connecticut
YOU KNOW THE OWNER
Palmer Memorial Hospital. Boston, is ')Uo Amrr. and Mrs Esther New-'
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
bg-t of Thomaston. Tbrr-> w»ro 70
reported to be improving.
ROill
Estate ............................. $482 244 13
-e--onS pre-ent. among them several
S^Ocks
and
Bonds .................. 5.776.206 88
The funeral of John Boyle of Bid ucsts from Grace Chanter.
Cash ln Office and Bank
342 797 72
ROOMS to let at 32 School St. MISS
Cbarlrs Wilson and Chester W’dlie 1 ANNE
NORTH HAVEN
I Enterta’-nc:1 Rev. H. F. Kuse and his Grange and report a very enjoyable deford. held Friday, recalls the youni
Agents'
Balances
.................... 531.265 59
34-tf
V. FLINT. Tel. 1013-M.
Interest
and
Rents
................
43,843 50
class of young men Wednesday even- session.
____
•vtrndrd
the
mooting
o'
th"
Scottish
man who came to Thomaston in 1915
APARTMENT for rent in the Bicknell
All other Assets ....................
25.739 02
Mrs H T Crc-kctt and L'ovd ing in lhe grange hall. Refreshments
Miss Dorothy Morton was a guest and carried on a barber shop for Ritr bod’e’ at Rockland Fridav eve- Block. MRS. B. B. SMITH. Tel. 2G4.
33-tf
were served
of her grandparents Mr. and Mrs. three years in the room over the •’ing. which wa’ in'nection night as Gross Assets ........................ $7,202,096 84
c)rn ‘
‘
‘
Mrs. Helen Haskell has returned L. L. Morton in Washington last McDonald drug store. There are ’•ell a’ the working of the Lodge of i FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to
Deduct Items not admitted .... 142.814 50
let.
good
location,
rent
reasonable
fer’eet’on.
The ice is breaking up in the Fresh J?ome to Stonington until a room can week,
many who will remember him.
Admitted ..............................$7,059,282 34
ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Te'
p .
be provided for her to finish her awvery p'.casant meeting of the
ff’-r I.sura Partr'd-ie who har been i 77
26-tf
Miss Trena Beattie of Portland
.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
HAWES BARRED
ROCK eigs
chicks
16c
Arthur Hopkins who is in Knox “ch°o1 which was interrupted bv the Farm Bureau was held in the Orange who has been the guest of Mrs. Ed *t K-bX HO’nital for an ano»pdicitis , —XvaILABLE for rent four medium Eve™"eh'ick*from
V^rge*hen*9
of high
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $310,732 00
Ilmital is ininrovin” und exDeeted burning of the high school building, c .mr.g room Friday with 18 present, win Anderson for several weeks has
ho*ne Sirndav
price tenemente $15. $20. $25 ERNEST ^r^r^uctlon ^t'me hatch %ur egBgs
Unearned Premiums ............ 2.886,068 80
socn
P
°
The
school expects to occupy a The subject was “Coat Making,” and
Ah°’i $30 was realized from the' C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.____ 25-tf
each, guarantee your chicks frefe All other Liabilities ............ 1.189 991 58
returned to Portland. Mrs. Evelyn
Capital ......
1.000.000 00
^WO club pla”S <nven Thursd^v eve- ; TWO rooms for light housekeeping and of all diseases. ALFRED C. HAWES, Cash
Mn Alice Robinson is visiting her
p hall tem=Hy
the ladies were kept busy under the Snow accompanied her.
b” fV,P fVric’ a»-d Pq’-c' C’ubs of • one stn»le room to let. All modern con________________ .___________ 28-39 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.672.489 96
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Lowell
and
supervision
of
Miss
Lawrence,
and
a
sister in Camden while convalescing
Mi1 s Ora Jarvis of Augusta Is visit -hr Cor ■'relational Chu-ch at Glover I venlences- 11 UNION ST- Tet 73S‘^',7
child are visiting Mrs. Eleanor Hop- good amount of work was accomwyllie'S strain s. c. Reds. We wilt Total Liabilities and Surplus $7,059,282 34
from an attack cf flu.
ing Mrs. Nicholas Anzalone.
Soil
„ .U_________________________________ 35'37 deliver by truck or postpaid. April chlx
EDWARD W. BERRY & CO.. Agents
kins.
Mr.
Lowell
hopes
to
find
emplished.
St.
Patrick's
Day
was
evl1.
orrcxins Trouble was the
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockiand s» for $16 per hundred. State accredited
Samuel Beverage is building an
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Brasier
and
32-T-38
denced at this meeting and sham
Htlr P' t'T e^e-act farce with th^se I e’ectrlc lights, toilet, garage. MR. for white diarrhea. F. II. WYLLIE
airplane for the radio pontest prize. ployment here.
children
and
Arthur
Brazier
of
Port

MrR BOvrnu. SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St. Tel. 888
SON. Thomaston. R. 1.
30-tf XONDON ASSURANCE CORPORATION
rocks
were
used
plentifully
at
the
Eggs are very cheap now, 16 cents
28-tf
dinner table with nankins and green land, who came to see their mother Marshall White and Dorothy S'd°L” I QUALITY CHICKS. State tested R I.
London. England
EAST UNION
per dozen.
is recovering from
LARGE HEATED rooms with bath, to Reds and Barred Plymouth Rucks. Order
crepe
paper streamers corresponding. who
,
, .. an
. accidental upgee. penhy Rorrow. their diu,*hASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Simpson have
early
and
get
the
benefit
of
these
extra
Mrs. Ida Watts as chairman was as- ' f*“' "e.re *ue£ts °f ??elr DSIsfero and *“-r. xriv'an Count's; Mts. wi^ein. let. MINNIE U. SMITH. 37 Spring St.
Elizabeth Anderson has returned
___
_________33-35 low prices, as the quantity Is limited; $13 Stocks and Bonds ..................$6,097 759 75
h-*en recent visitors in Port’ind. Mrs.
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Spear vn*v,rrvn Starrett; Lina, colored Tel. 981-W.
100; $60 per 500 and $110 per 1000. Cash In Office and Bank ..... 516.625 83
Fred Howard of South Portland and to East Union and returned her eistrd by Mrs. Ella Bowley and many Sunday.
APARTMENT second fioor. three rooms per
Write for circulars. All charges prepaid Agents' Balances .................... 791.903 75
-"n'd
Hilda
Anderson:
Mehitahrl
and
bath,
furnished
or
unfurnished
to
68.351 23
Miss Phyllis Duncan of Lowell Mass., studies Monday at Union High compliments were bestowed on the
large orders In this lorallty delivered Interest and Rents ................
The warrant of the Thomaston
let. Price reasonable. ANNE V. FLINT. and
I repast. The next meeting will be
bv heated car. V. R WOODMAN. Win All other Assets ...................... 26.614 61
who were in town visiting their Seliool.
town meeting has been rested. It '"-t'-ch. a r'dtrbbo*-. Bcttv Moodv; 1 32 School St. Tel. 1013-M
13-tf
____ 33*35
detective and reporter. Andrew Con- - -------------------------- ----------------------- terport, Me. Tel. 46-13.
A son was born March 14 to Mr. April 27.
parents and friends, accompanied
Gross Assets ........................$7,501,255 17
F’rchI. Kenneth
Cousins
TENEMENT
let sat ren
36 Mechanic
St
R I. RED CHICKS $15 per 100, State Deduct Items not admitted.... 97.094 79
ard Mrs. Burleigh Esancy.
Lucretia Pushaw pleasantly enter- contains 57 articles, which do not —etli. Dr
MI. r.n
n iinevn CJU
u s. i Tnnulrp
of MRSto w
NISTOH 17f
them to Portland.
contain
so
many
high
explosives
as
tested.
Accredited.
Trapnested
and
Several
from
this
place
attended
Gained
the
South
Hope
Community
Thr,
other
a
t"
—
ccmedv,
“
Our
Main
St.
Tel.
874-W.
26-tf
Mrs .lul'a Brverag? with her Sun
bred for heavy laying and egg size. W.
expected. Briefly stated the articles
Admitted ............................. $7,404 160 38
day school class of young ladies the union meeting with Seven Tree j Club last Friday. An excellent din are as follows: One. election of mod Awful Au"’" h”d th’s cast: Mrs.
TO LET—5-room fiat, all mode: a. Z- L. MERRIAM. Union. Me.
25-tf
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Ma«--**en cnri, ppw’-v Alice Hase’- Fulton St Inquire ROSE PRESt OTT
ner was served at thc neon houi and
BARRED
ROCK
BABY
CHfX
15c;
26-tf
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $970,417 00
■ the afternoon was devoted to sewh.g erator; 2, reports; 3 election of offi ■pn. RnpUne st-irrett; Frank Hasel- 240 Broadway.
hatching
eggs,
price
right.
My
broilers
Unearned
Premiums ............ 3.396.599 50
cers; 4-9, relate to schools; 10. salary *on. F'me*- Tameeon. Jr.: Carrie RenFURNISHED apartment, three rooms bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds. All other Liabilities
and a social time.
.............. 1 527,946 03
toilet, ready March 24. Unfurnished ALBION WOTTON. Box 207. Friendship Surplus over all Liabilities
Mrs. C. J. Grassow of Hope is with of town auditor: 11 town expenses;»swr-*bPart of Frank's. Vivian and
. 1.509.197 85
apartment of flve rooms and toilet, ready
26-45
I
_________
her daughter Mrs. Roland Payson for 12-15. relate to roads, bridges, high- -anps.„r Pct-. colored y-rvant of the now. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 15S-W. Me. Tel. 128-11.
S C. R. I. Red baby chicks. Hatculng Total Liabilities and Surplus $7,404,160 38
ways, sidewaJks; 16, state aid road; Maselton's, Gerald Brown; Arthur
33-tf
a few days.
EDWARD
W.
BERRY
4c
CO..
Agents
eggs.
Accredited
stock
$10
per
100.
E
Orange Pekoe and Pekoe
17. trunk lines—to $6000 raised by the Wallace, crook. Konr"th Cousins;
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. fine cellar C. TEAOUE. Warren. Tel. 13-42 War
32-T-38
town the State will add $10,000 from David Minn, accomplice. Andrew toilet, electricity, gas and furnace: extra ren.
27-tf
large veranda laree vard. Adults only
State
funds:
17
A.
$1194
State
aid
C—**ell: 1»o’,ce Fe-ce, Marshall Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
26-tf
35C half ib.
road; 18. bituminous surfacing; 19 'Vhitc cud Pi"3 Rmh.h, Jr. Several
*•»**>••>•• IP
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
$331.80 patrolled road: 20, $60 main -nccinitir- between the ac*s proved able
♦
for family of two or three, at It
st. Apply to MRS. FROST
Keys made to order. Keys maoe tenance of road; 21. $240 third class
4
rn't'-'-vnir* Irene Pierce d’d Summer
26-tf
to fit locks wbeiv original keys are road: 22 lights; 23, support of poor- , tm da-cc which was encored; Tel. 318-W.
♦
NEWLY
RENOVATED
half
house,
no
lost. House, Office or Car. Code 24. $523.47 to pay note given for work '7a’hervn Starrett and Winona Rob- connection. Three rooms down, three up
books provide keys for all locks on postoflice; 25, support of fire com inson sang a duet, in character: large front hall, open attic, good vard PRACTICAL NURSING work desired. To Buy Large or Small
C. L ROACH. 132 Park St.
without bother. Scissors and panies; 26. fire alarm; 27, $300 for T’ettv Moedv a solo, and Pauline Oarage if desired. Apply 12 WARREN References.
Lots of
30*41
26-tf Tel. 441-J.
Knives Sharpened.
fire equipment; 28. storage fire Starrett also sang. Mrs. Marjorie ST. Tel. 577.
SALESMAN
wanted,
in
Maine,
to
sell
TENEMENT of five room?-, and batK gas, our hlshlv refined, distilled and filtered
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices equipment; 29, hydrant rent; 30. Alim accompanied on the piano. lights,
heat, to let. at 9 Suffolk St M.
purchase calcium chloride; 31. town Delicious fudie under tb° supervi- M. GRIFFIN
f
33-tf motor and tractor oils to the farm trade
with credit accommodation to Fall of'
nurse: 32-33, interest and principal !on of Mrs. Evelyn Rcbinson and
A BEAUTIFUL five room heated apart-1 1932 without note, interest or mortgage,
PETER EDWARDS
on town debt: 34, surety bonds; 35. Mrs. Hazel Starrett was sold between
with every convenience to let: five Liberal commission to salesman with
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND using principal of George Elliot be the acts Robert Connell and Doug- ment
minutes walk from Main St. Undoubt- weekly advancements and full settle271
LIMEROCK ST. TEL. 806-J
Telephone 791
Qtqrrnt; urorn in rharoo nf tbe edlV one of the best ln Rockland. FREE- j ment the first of each month.
Must
quest for permanent sidewalks; 36, ,n<*c
ia.
*
j
arreu
weie
in cnaige oi tre ( MAN s YOUNG. 1G3 Main St. Tel. 766-J.' have car. THE LENNOX OIL <Sc PAINT
96-tf
354
30*31
public library; 37, town police; 38, curtain.
“Fresh from the Gardens”
33-35 CO.. Dept. Sales, Cleveland, Ohio. 35*37
ROC KLAND DISTRICT

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
Nation
Wide

Hot X Cross

COFFEE

BUNS

JJ /

29C

‘Easter Greetings from Your Nation-Wide Grocer”

Clicquot Club Ginger Ale 2

23

19c

X5C

FOR SALE

28

2

Beech-Nut Spaghetti

Mrs. Earl Woodcock will entertain
ten members of the sewing circle of
j the M E. Church Tuesday at a pyraj mid tea White' Cross""work wiu'be
done.
Lawrence Webber of Roekland is
the outside salesman of the New
castle Lumber & Grain Co.. of which
Stanley Miller is the manager. Mr.
, Webber will cover the islands in his
! ‘ravels.
Dunn & Elliot's oil station on their
loal wharf was broken into Saturday
. or Sunday night and oil taken. The
amount war not deternrned.
Alfred M. Strout returned Monday
. *0 Harvard Law School after spending
] the weekend at home.
Mrs. Leila Smalley and Miss Helen
Studley who spent the week in Bos• ton. returned home Saturday.
Mrs. Marlon Grafton and Mrs.
Emma Young were hostesses to an
Easter bridge party at the home of
Mrs. Grafton Friday evening. First
i honors went to Mrs. Lawrence Leach
and Mrs. Russell Davis; consolation
to Miss Taelma Linscott. Other
. guests were Miss 4Wa Coleman, Miss
Helen Killeran, Miss Gladys Doherty,
Mis. Wallace Feyler. Mrs. Warren
' Feyler. Mrs Margaret Lakeman. Mrs.
• Ronald Messer and Mrs. Alexander
, Donaldson. A late lunch was served.
Special prayer services this week
j Tuesday and Wednesday at the Fed■ erated Church. Thursday and Friday
evenings at the Baptist Church. The
j speakers will be out of town clergy| men. Tuesday Rev. Howard A. Welch,
Wednesday , Rev. Roy Campbell
Thursday Rev. J. C. MacDonald, Fri
day Rev. H. I. Holt.
Funeral services for Mrs. Herman
Killeran, whose death occurred Sat
urday in Rockland, will be held at
her late home ln Cushing this Tues
day afternoon at 1.30. The remains
wi’l be placed in the tomb at Thom
aston to remain until spring.
James Feyler who has been con
fined to his home by illness for a few
day; was able to drive his taxi a few
hours each day last week. His manyfriends were greeting him cordially,
but none wore as happy a smile as
Jim himself. He is grateful for the
many kind deeds and words of sympa hy that made his shut-in days
more cheery.

! Dorothy Rich Chocolates

49‘
23'

^Vermont Maid Syrup

In Everybody’s Column

MISCELLANEOUS

! LOST AND FOUND :
H^^.^^**»^****»*»****»«"»",»,*«,l>

WANTED

and

Hershey’s
Breakfast
COCOA

zr

Hershey’s gx

Chocolate

16°

SYRUP
2
15®

• EGGS AND CHICKS •

TO LET

Salada Brown Label

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

"SA

SITUATIONS

WANTED

HENS

Crie Hardware Co.
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Every-Other-Day
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EASTER TIME
Here'i wishing you all a
pleasant Easter Sunday,..
Here's hoping the sun will
shine brightly on your new
Easter bonnet! . . And —

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ........................... 770 or 794-W

HERE'S YOUR

Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Crie motored
to West Somerville, Mass., yesterday,
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Getchell who were returning home
after two weeks’ visit with the Cries.
Mr. and Mrs. Crie will be away for
the greater part of the week.

;

taster dinner
Swifts Premium Hams, ovenized.
Ib. 17c
Empire Shoulders,
Ib. 10c
10 lbs. 45c
Sugar, Granulated,
Pickles, Sour and Dill, qt. jar 15c
Cigarettes, popular bran ds, 2 i kgs 25c
Red Kidney Beans
3 lbs 10c
Pabst Cheese
£2?™ ; ;

NBC Premium Sodas
lb pkg 1 Sc
Golden Bantam Corn 3 No. 2 cans 25c
Oliver's Marmalade . lb jar 23c
Gold Medal Wheaties 2 pkgs 23c
Rumford Baking Powder lb tin 29c
Pillsbury's Cake Flour 2>/eibpkg27c
Cut-Rite Wax Paper . 3 rolls 2 Sc
Puritan Malt hop-flavored • 2 CMS •5c
Quick Arrow Chips . Is pks 19c

Ward's Round Layer
Cake.....................tach 25c
Chicken For Salad 8 oz jar 49c
Norwegian Smoked
Sardines ...
3 cans 25c
French’* Cream Salad
Mustard . . . . jar 12c
Pabst-Ett
Standard or Pimento pkg 19c
Noxon Cleaner Polish can 23c
Sunbrite Cleanser . 4 cans 19c

Quarter ‘Box,
Cloverdale Peppermint

25c

Chase A Sanborn's
Seal Brand . . . Ib tin 35c
White House Coffee Ib tin 37c

Frank R Stewart, who is employed
by the Goodyear Corporation in New
I York is having a month's vacation,
' and is visiting his parents, Mr. and
i Mrs. George T.' Stewart. This week
I he is at University of Maine, a guest
! at the Sigma Nu chapter house.

Mrs. William L. Benner who is be
ing cared for at the home of Mrs.
Florence Patterson, Ingraham's Hill,
is hoping to return to her Warren
street heme the latter part of the
week.

Mrs. Ralph Stickney is ill at her
home on Broad street.
Mrs. James Balloch of Manchester,
N. H.. and sister Mrs. B. D. Winslow
of this city were guests last week of
Mrs. Oscar Perrv, in Portland. The
Perrvs are building a new residence
in that city and it will be ready for
occupancy April 1st.

Salada's Fortieth
cAttMicenary Special

MANZANILLA OLIVES

William Ellingwood Jr. was home
from M.C.I. for the weekend.

\u\wai

Miss Jennie Trussell of Chestnut
street will be hostess to Chapin Class
this evening.
I

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brown of
Portland are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Burgess, Masonic street.

Mrs. Ralph Glendenning enter
tained at luncheon and bridge Thurs
day evening. Honors were carried
off by Mrs. Carl E. Freeman. Mrs.
Herbert Curtis and Mrs. Leland
Drinkwater.

The BPW Club bridge party which
usually falls on Thursday will be
omitted this week, owing to Holy
Week.

Mrs. Walter S. Rounds who was
called to Cynthiana, Ky., by the
I death of her father, returned yester
day, having made several brief visits
enroute.
Mrs. E. L. Scarlott was hostess to
the P. J. Club Friday evening, the
meeting being preceded by luncheon
at Chisholm's Son. Honors were won
bv Mrs. R. C. Perry and Miss Hazel
Witherspoon of Camden.

Matching the gowns of the new season, Footwear here offers
everything that’s marked by the- highest quality. Value,
too, is more pronounced, as is evident by lower prices.
New Styles in Black Kid, Sand, Brown and Blue
Pumps, Straps and Ties

$3.50 and $5.00
Walk-Overs at the Lowest Price in Twenty Years
New Styles are here for Easter

z $7.50 and up

M'LAIN SHOE
STORE
NEXT TO PERRY’S MARKET

MAIN STREET,

Rockland, Me.

Hats That Give That Smart Air

Mrs. Orrin Smith of Ocean avenue
entertained at dinner and cards Sat
urdav evening to celebrate Mr.
Smith's 55th birthday, a custom
which she has carried out 23 succes
sive years. As the dinner was
brought to a close the birthday cake
was brought in, an angel cake of the
dimensions of a good sized dish pan.
beautifully decorated in silver and
bearing 55 veliow candles. Mr. Smith
was presented with a foot stool, and
the guests, not forgetting Mrs. Smith,
augmented the gift bv the presenta
tion of a handsome jardiniere. Those
Dresent were Mr. and Mrs. Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike. Capt.
and Mrs. F. L. Green, Mr. and Mrs.
L. F. Chase, Capt. and Mrs. A. B.
Norton. Mr. and Mrs. Harry French.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Witham. Mrs.
Hattie Davies. H. W. Crandall. Mr.
and Mrs. A. R. Bachelder. Mrs. Smith
wa° assisted bv Mrs. Carl E. Freeman,
and bv Mrs. Charles Schofield who
was the maker of the wonderful cake.

Under the auspieps of Group 8 of
| the Universalist Church a five cent
| supper (cafeteria style) will be served
in the vestry Saturday from 5 to 7.
with Mrs. George L. St. Clair as
chairman.—adv.
The largest assortment in Easter
cards in years at the most reasonable
prices ever at Huston-Tuttle Book
Store.—adv.
35-36

Lynn sleeves are made from the
finest, Swedish ore and are put
through an electrical precess in Sh?f, field, England—adv.

$16.50

Cirie Turbans with a Wee
Veil,
$5.00

9.50,11.50

Gage Hats, black and brown,
Monteluppos and other smart
Straws,
$6.95 to $13.50

Redingcote Models.
Prints,

New
Evening Gowns

Cellophane Turbans and
Berets with a Veil, all colors
also Feather Trimmed
$1.00

Angelskin Lace

Embroidered Net
IX

Crepe de Chine
1

1

$9.50 and $15.00

I

DRESS AND SPORT COATS
For Every Occasion

Featuring the New Military Models and New Materials,
Rough, Korcbuf and Diagonal Weave

Berean Bible Class met Friday aft
ernoon with Mrs. William L. Greg
ory, at The Highlands.

Nathan N. Handy of East Haven,
Conn., is at the home of his mother,
Mrs. Mary F. H. Johnson, Otis street,
called here by her illness. They have
as guest Mrs. Emily White also of
East Haven.

•>

They’re New and Different, Smart Colors and New Prints

Paul, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Mo
ran Jr., entertained several of his
schoolmates Saturday afternoon, his
6th birthday. Games occupied the
time in a jolly manner, Jimmy Mc
Phee winning the prize in the Easter
egg hunt. The refreshment table
reflected thc Easter season, there be
ing an abundance of bunnies, yellow
chickens and gay Easter eggs, with a ;
dainty favor for each guest. Th®
birthday cake of course had the place
of honor. Paul's guests were Harlan
Rollins, Jason Thurston, Byron
Keene. Jimmy McPhee. Lewis Stockferd. Bobby Jones and Robert MacWilliams.

Miss Susan Spear entertained at
bridge and luncheon Friday evening
at her home on Talbot avenue. Ed
ward Baxter and Mrs. Dorothy Bax
ter received highest honors, with the
consolation going to Mrs. Edith
Hallowell.

'-V.,

DRESSES THAT CRY SPRING-

Junior Harmony Club meets to
morrow at 6.30 p. m. Choral practice,
in preparation for the annual open
meeting, is to occupy chief attention.

Mrs. Suella Sheldon, past regent of
Lady Knox Chapter, D.AR, attend
ed tne State Conference in Lewiston
last week, giving the response to
greetings extended bv Florence
Waugh Danforth. State regent. Mrs.
Sheldon acted in place of the vice
; president who was unable to attend
due to illness. Mrs. Irene Moran
1 presented a report as chairman of
; legislation in the United States
' Congress.

-7 . ' ' t

■1.V

Ruth Mayhew Tent is having a
bridge party this evening at Grand
Army hall, the second in the series.

Mis- Gertrude Smith, Miss Eliza
beth Hagar and Mrs. Nettie Bird
Froet will be among the Rockiand
RED LABEL TEA
—
■ stuffed with pimentos
1
music levers attendine the I awrence
trial pkg 8c ’/«Ib pkg 29c
Tibbett concert in Portland this eve3 oz jar 10c
6 oz jar 19c
Vi Ib pkg 43c
pm-r. Mr. Tibbett is to b" accomDan12’/z oi jar 29c
icd bv his wife, who was Jennie Marstrn Burgard of Los Angeles. Mrs
Tibbett. and c'hers of the party will
deRochemont
and
he shown points of interest about Marguerite
ters Virginia and Dolores of Thomas Portland and entertained by the I Ralph Fowler of Colby College are
SOUTH WARREN
ton were visitors Sunday at L. R. Music Commission during the after home for the Easter recess.
noon before the performance. The
Miss Alice Fuller of Rockland wds Bucklin’s.
A birthday party was held for
The third and fourth degrees were program which Mr. Tibbett will ren
guest Wednesday of her aunt Mrs.
conferred on Harrison Whitehill last der 'is varied in character, ranging James S. Curtis at the home of Mr.
W. O. Counce.
Mrs. Rosa Cutting and Mrs. Mina Thursday evening at the Grange and imm a tragic song “Verrath” and Mrs. Harold Joyce Thursday
Rines attended the Farm Bureau followed by a harvest feast. The (Trracherv) bv Brahms to the well night. Two tables of 63 were played,
meeting at Mrs. Olive Peabody’s last members were fortunate in having known bi” ever appealing Negro honors falling to T. Josue and
Thursday and report the usual good some good speakers present from Me- spiritual “Deen River." a rollicking George Curtis. Buffet lunch was
| gunticook, Pleasant Valley and Irish me’odv “The Fiddler of Dooney’’ served including a birthday cake.
time.
Misses Ruth and Dorothy Sherman White Oak Granges. A St. Patrick’s and thc blustering sailor song “Lon
Miss Alice Lvmeburncr has gone to
of Union have been visiting at their Day program was carried out by the don Girl.” It is understood that the
lecturer, and a contest winner was audience will demand among encores Portland and Boston to visit relatives
uncle’s, Earle Miller.
for a few days.
i his famous "Glory Road."
Mrs. Lucretia McNeal and daugh i Eva Perry.
e « e Finest medium size » » »

at FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

The Tuesday Evening Sewing Club
is to have a picnic supper at the home
Mrs. Daniel Paulitz entertained the
of Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan, Main street. T.H.E. Club at supper and cards last
evening at her home on Lake avenue.
Miss Mary A. Smith who has been
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert M.
Miss Eleanor Bird who teaches in
Clark the past winter has returned to Old Town is home for a week’s vaca
Northampton, Mass.
tion.

j____

COFFEE SALE
Pan American, lb 17c
Rex Brand, lb. pkg. 23c
Kleeko chaffIts;, lb tin 27c

Mrs. Priscilla Smith and Mrs. Lena
Merry will be in charge of the card
party at Grand Army hall tomorrow
evening at 8 o’clock under the aus
pices of Fales Circle. It will be pub
lic.

Plain or Flattering Scarf Treatments, Fur Cuffs, Silk Scarfs
Misses’ and Ladies’ Sizes

$16.50, $25.00 up to $45.00

You Must Have a Suit To Be Well Dressed This Spring — Everyone Is
Wearing Them—Almost Any Time, Any Place—Shown in the New Kord-

ruf Materials, Diagonal Weave—Plain and with Fur Cuffs

Sizes 14 to 40,

$25.00

Sizes 12 to 20,

$15.00 and $16.50

Pi

FUR JACKETS FOR SPRING
The Shorter the Smarter . . . Besides These Jackets Can Be Worn For
Many Purposes . . . W ith Your Skirt As a Suit ... V ith \ our Dress As a
Coat . . . With Your Evening Gown As a Wrap.

Priced $25.00, $29.50, $39.50
German Silver Fox Scarfs, fine quality, full furred,

$79.50

T
--------------------------—--------- —---------------------- — —---------------- —------------------------------------- ■------- 4.
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Guinevere Powers, who is soon to ■ Ralph Thorndike, second chef at ! Mrs. Charier M. Doherty who has
go to Lewiston to make her home. I Hotel Rockland, was given a birthday i been in Thomaston helping care for
was tendered a jolly surprise party party at the home of his cousin. her little grandian Walter Robertson
Thursday evening at the home of hpr i Emma Jones, in Augusta Saturday, ; who fell a week ago and fractured his
aunt Mrs Wesley Thurston. Broad- He received a substantial check and I skull, has returned home.
n»av
m™, and
and music
music were
were en
en- was well remembered in other ways.
way. ’ Games
Mr. and Mrs. George Carroll and
joyed, dainty refreshments being Thor? present were Henry Thorndike, daughters Elaine and Florence and
Elmer
Thorndike,
Fred
Doe,
Abbie
served. The guests were Betty Clark,
Rose Moody. Arlene Havener, Fran- Conners, the hostess. Emma Jones, Mr. and Mrs Robert Webb and son
i are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wright
ces Pettee, Helen Pettee. Henry Day, and the guest of honor.
I in Bucksport.
Victor Armata. Charles Freeman. I
Miss Marie Laney of the Parisian
Joseph Billings and Roy Billings.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Lufkin who
Beauty Parlor returned Sunday from
have b'en vis ting relatives ln the
Ne
w
York
where
she
attended
the
Mrs. Fanny E. Brown of Thomas
city have returned to Isle au Haut.
ton who has been employed at the Hair Dressers’ convention.
stpre of Fuller-Cobb-Davis for sev
The Brown? Club met Friday eve
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Webb and son
eral years, is at Knox Hospital where
ning at the hSme of Mrs. Sietta Whitof
South
Windham
are
visiting
Mr.
she underwent a surgical operation
, j more, Granite street, the hostesses
Thursday morning.
Her son. F. and Mrs. George Carroll.
being Mrs. Marjorie Glidden, Miss
Crcckett Brown of New York has
Thelma Russell and Miss Anna We'jTaking
advantage
of
his
present
been here for a few days called by
winter visit to Miami, Charles H. i ster. A letter was received in answer
her illness.
Berry last week made a brief trip to to a box font to M.ss Cora Brown,
j Havana—over by steamer and return j Marion, N. C, which contained
Dr. Ethel Crie of Thomaston cn- by airplane. He brought back with ' at tides helpful to Mies Brown's work
tertained at dinner Thursday eve- |
~ , ^pS„\ha7on the in the mountain region. Small articles
ning, her guests being Dr. and Mrs. whole the Cuban city was rather dull. were solicited for the Burma box to
E. L. Scarlott, Dr. James Kent, and
be sent next month. Since the previ
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. II. D. Crie.
Mrs. Clara Clark, who has been ous meeting the Club has given a food
confir.?d to her home by illness, was shower and made 12 calls. Tire next
Misoes Alberta and Alrtra Knight made happy on her 76th birthdav by meeting, April 1. will be at the First
have returned from a trip to New friends who remembered her with Baptist parlors, when a covered dish
York and Boston.
cards, confectionery and many use supper will be served under the
chairmanship of Miss Leola Robinson.
ful gifts.
Rev. gnd Mrs. C. W. Bibb who are
Harrv Jackson of Lebanon, N. IL,
spending the winter at the home of
WED.-THURS.
Mr. ard Mrs. Charles S. Robinson, ia in the city for a few days, accom
Bay View street, Camden, were re panied by his aon-in-law, A. R.
A Man of Steel ... in a
cently called to New York bv the seri Hazen of New York.
ous illne-s of their son, Eugene S.
Bibb, whose encouraging improve-1 The meeting of the Methebesec
Melting Pot of Pleasure .. .
ment has permitted their return to Club Friday at the home of Mrs. E.
F. Glover was most enjoyable. The
Camden.
A MAN OF STEEL
general subiect, "A Day of Music,"
Alfred M. Strout who is attending in charge of Mrs. Irene Walker, was
Harvard Law School was home for also an observance of st, Patrick's
Dav. Virginia Walker and Ted Ladd,
the weekend.
runils of A. R. Marsh, played violin
Mrs. Ralph Trim is chairman of duets "I Love a Little Cottage."
the Ladies' Night which is scheduled “lassie o' Mine" and a medley of
for Wednenday. March 30. at the Irish Airs, with Mrs. Marsh at the
piano. Mrs. Hazel Atwood, contralto,
Elks Home.
a- gueri artist presented this erouo
Mrs. Frederick Bird of Boston is nf songs: “The Little Irish Girl,"
THS^J
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Henry B "Mether Machrre." and “Dannv Bov "
Bird, Broadway.
Mrs. Walker accompanied Mrs. At
wood in the first two. Mrs. Atwood
' Ptaotaur
Mrs. Philip Thomas of Chestnut nlaving her own accompaniment for
omcno
street was hostess to thc Thimble "Danny Bov." Miss Anna Coughlin,
Club last evening.
guest speaker, devoted the greater
, ffilW ..
nart of her talk to Ireland, drawn
The pupils of Mrs. Fmma Harvie from experiences of her last sum
Here is a man, strong, sturdy,
will remember the St. Patrick's Day mer's trip to Erin. It was mo't de
stalwart. . . ambushed by tempta
season as a jollv occasion, for on Fri lightfully given. Miss Coughlin dis
tion . . . Here is youth at the mer
day evening Mrs. Harvie entertained played manv souvenirs of her trip.
cy of a monster that claws at the
her younger pupils at a party in K Candies and nuts were served. The
life of a nation . . . Here is wom
C. hall, which was transformed by j annual' reports were heard, and anan's supreme struggle to save her
shatprpeks, harps and other derora- | nouncement was made of the annual
home, heart and happiness from
tions. Games were augmented by a 1 spring dinner which is to take place
the savage onslaughts of an enemy
program embracing a saxophone solo at Tlie Thorndike Fridav evening.
that defies civilization!
by Florence Dean, readings by Mrs. April 1. Reservations are to be made
Harvie and Miss Dean, and a trum as soon as possible with Mrs. Jane
TODAY
pet solo bv Marian Harvey. Cleo Beach, secretary. Members heard
Hooper and Lawrence Lord carried with interest the announcement that
DOUGLASS FAIRBANKS
off honors in games. Ices and cake the Methebesec Club is one of the
in
were served. Saturdav afternoon State clubs having completed its sec
"AROUND THE WORLD IN* 80
Mrs. Harvie had her younger pupils ond year in naving ac'essments to the
MINUTES"
for another jolly party. The pro- , Foundation Fund, and well on its wav
gram of the evening before, was re to completing its third year. Tho-e
peated. with trumpet duets by Ma few members who have not yet paid
rian Harvev and Paul Stevens as an the third year assessment are asked
added attraction.
Games were to do so. making payment to Mrs
played, prizes being won by Sylvia Maud Blodgett, who is acting as col
A Paramount Publix Theatre
Webster, T'canor Harper and Janice lector. There were 39 members and
Farnham. Refreshments were served.. six guests at this meeting.

AR

There will be a meeting of the ex
ecutive board of thc Methebesec Club
together with the committee (in full)
fcr the annual spring dinner at the
borne of Mrs. Irene Moran, president,
Saturday evening, at 8 o'clock.

Wilbur Frohock. who is doing post
graduate work and serving as in
structor at Brown, spent the weekend
with his parents, Dr. and Mrs. H. W.
Frohock.

Lynn burner castings are made by
the finest ca-lir?? concitn in the
United States.—adv.

WED.-THURS.

She wanted the
joys of the present
without the sor
rows of a past!

Marian
starring In a bigger, more
drama’ic role than "Five
Star Final"

NOW SHOWING

"POLLY OF HIE CIRCUS"
with
MARION DAVIES.

( LARK

A Paramount I’ublix

GABLE

Theatre

STKANO
Performanen at 2.00, 8AO, 830

Continuous Saturday! 2.90 ta 10JO
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NOT UNREASONABLE

MR. KERR'S QUESTION

"Can You Wonder,” He
Asks, “That God’s Wrath
Is Upon the Nations?”

i •

Raymond I eel Feels That the;
Lobster Fishermen Are
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.

■

Just In Claims

i Fdi'or of Tie Courier-Gazette:—
Tenant's Harbor. March 18.
I am asking space to say a few
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ii"orr’ in eonreciion with the WhiteIt seems to me that altogether too
'■"'-oi 'ob'tir b'll now pending in
j much theory is being spread concemCcrmc's. You have been very fair
' ing things which are given to us in
but it Ls hoped he will be able to come in "iv' --’ the 'obstermen their share
Franklin Island
Bible narrative, and that scientists
Ecst regards to the lights along the home to the station for the holidays of pubfeitv in vour columns and I
I as well as others are going into mat
*a'-» t'-'s r.npcrtunity to thank you
next week.
ters which do not concern the line coast. Keeper Robinson has begun
oi h"''alf
them for your consideraof work in which they are immedi- to clean his station getting ready for
t'o- ’n thus aiding them in their
Great
Dark
Island
; atcly engaged.
Fir'i’
the paint. There has been a rough
The keeper called the coast gua d
In a recent edition of your paper
Whei "4 men, rep-e'enting 4000
spell
of
weather,
down
to
zero
for
a
j
Sunday
afternoon
to
tow
a
flounder
! a statement was made by Doctor
licm’sed leb t-r f’shermen of the
• •
few
days.
The
keeper
has
not
been
draggcr
into
Manset,
it
having
Wrolsey of the University of Pennc-w etepned from the train
i sylvania that the flood as narrated ashore for two weeks and when he broken down on the western side of at (bP p-nrs",vania statFon in Washin scripture was but a local affair pets his mail he will have quite a lot. | tl?e -sla’’d
; 'n-tp- -".c-rtl”. they were bent on an
and that all the inhabitants of the Not much ca'-.in" here but the boats
Keep r Kennedy and assistants a-e imrcrta.,t n’sslon. The majority
eaith did not perish except Noah r
Primrto'-iin Uni ennn ho cpttina l3US"/ getting their quarters in shape, V.r-P p,pn Who depend on action to
and his family as the Bible informs irom Friendship will soon be setting Tpev are painting, varnishing and e-pr^pij-h result' "id ar» not fatrawls
for the spring fishing. Old ; scraping all the floors.
mniar‘ with substituting words with
us.
I.et us assume that the scientific winter hates to give up and brought
It is ''med to hrar more news from win'ch to win their goal. Neverthefindings concerning North America, rome cold breezy weather the last'Boon Inland afsd Keeper Hutchins.
the" went, before the Senate
shew that there at one time was a *cw davs but mrirz wi’l 'non be here Mr Kenne,lv wonders If “Hutch" is , sub-committ-e. a""o!nted to hear the
.en
class,
but
.p.ir.g
wi.i
..con
be
here,
.
ra
.
s
<
ng
a
b"ard
this
winter.
Five
L
—
rrr a-id against the bill,
great glacier which nearly covered
a determination to make a fight
our continent. There is nothing to and the little martin birds will be ■ vears ag0 they both raised one on a j
prove that it did not cover it all. making their nests.
I dare.
je «ave the last remaining industry
May we also say that there is equally
Mrs. C. N. Robinson and daughter
Mr. Crosb" was kept waiting at | on the eons' ef Maine. It was a
as much evidence that such a con- „
. . Port]„nd for „ fp„. da.., I Cra-b"rrv T-land coast guard station
maT’ain fhC oily means of
dition existed cn the other contiu . two da"s for the wind to let go so he iiVc'ihon-l row left to the people in
nents. for example, Europe and Asia, Ilast weelt t0 see 'lcr son Elmer W“O ls could get to Great Duck Island to c-,lntir—, sett'ements; to prevent
where there is still a frozen zone: still in the hospital. He has the repair the te’eohoi" a"d fix the I thr'r b"i"g obliged to give un homes
as with America. The same condi- measles at present.
While Mrs. wires It. hpd been blowing a strong ' ‘hat t.""v have worked hard for. and
tion is found cn the Southern conti- Robinson was away she saw an old northwest wind for over a week when to scatter to n’ac"" w^re there are
rents. Besides this, there is evidence triend, Mrs. Albert Staples. Mrs. this was wriltcr. last Tue'dav. and it I nlrrpiv po man" unemployed that the
JL
I in every part cf the world that it was i Staples was on the way to see her was very u-oertain when they could ' b"'t mind" nf the nation cannot be
at one time covered with water, as granddaughter Mrs. Douglas Larra get mail off.
gj-> to *o>e pare rf the situation.
! told in the stories of the fossils, etc. bee in South Pprtland, called by the
vPa-e o-o it might have been much
This recent picture shows how ravishingly youthful she is! “A young-looking skin is essential,” she says. “I use Lux Toilet Soap!”
i There is one thing which is in favor sudden sickness of Douglas Jr. He is
"as’er to secure Congressional action.
The
Cuckolds
of the Bible narrative, and that is in the Maine General Hospital at
Today the lobster fishermen find the
Mrs. Mercy Allen returned to Ells moneyed int^reris arrayed against
| the fact of the gradual melting away Portland. Mrs. Robinson and Mary
worth Friday accompanied by her
of the ice of the Polar regions. In also called on Mrs. Larrabee.
them—men who control the hotel
Here's the screen stars'
Almost all the men in Bristol and sister Mrs. Harold Seavey who will and restaurant trade. who are nar
Northern Canada, for instance, land
skin is absolutely necessary. For
visit
her
mother
Mrs.
James
Norton.
is cultivated and utilized which could loudville are digging clams for the
The schooner William F. Keen row-minded and are selfishly seeking
years I have used Lux Toilet Soap,
Millard Robinson and
not have been used as recently as 25 factory.
to fill their pccketbooks at the ex
secret of complexion youth
passed
this station Tuesday after pense of the men who follow the wa
years ago, because of the cold and George Jewett Poland have gone to
and find it certainly does wonders
noon
enroute
to
Boothbay
Harbor
ice. This, no doubt, could be said of Hall’s Island digging Guv Robinson
ter as a means of livelihood.
for the complexion.”
other countries where the same con and Winfield Carter went to Round with a load of coal.
‘T’M OVER 30,” says Betty
Mrs.
H.
A.
Lyle
is
visiting
her
Pond one day last week. Guy Rob
dition is found.
The fishermen are not asking a
The secret Betty Compson tells
JL Compson, popular screen star,
We notice also, without, leaving inson and Heber Poland went to brother in Somerville, Mass, for a thing unr"asonable. Thev do not ask
couple
of
weeks.
our own communities, that the cli- ■ Friendship to see Dr. Hahn. E. O.
"cvp-nment loans or seek to enact
is shared by countless other lovely
“and I don’t mind admitting it in
matic conditions are much different’ Thompson was a business visitor in
selfish principles into law. They are
actresses.
Petit Manan
than they used to be. The winters Rcckland last Tuesday.
simply asking Just’ce—a chance to
the least. No woman need fear
especially, are much milder.
j Miss Marv Robinson visited her
It
has
been
b’owing hard here since rV,are a market which rightfully be
added years—if she knows how
Of the 694 important Holly
Dr. Woolsey goes on to state that j mother at Loudville over the week- last Sunday, with no chance of going longs to them and which foreigners
thcre were no Jews in the region of j end and called on Mrs. Hvson and j ashore after ma'l No lobster boats have a” but taken away. They want
to take care of her appearance!
wood actresses, including all stars,
Euphrates at the time of the flood. Mrs. Ievi Carter: also on Mrs. Doro- lor draagers have been out this week, the ortxrtunitv to earn a living, se686 use fragrant white Lux Toilet
In so saying, he apparently has not thy Morton at Marsh Island. Mrs.
“Actresses of the stage and screen
Mr. Freeman went ashore last Sun- c,lre compensation in a measure that
taken into consideration that the T.-ettie Garland and Mrs. Blanche day after his daughter Catherine and ,,'ev ’r”r rear their children like
Soap regularly.
must keep their youthful charm,
Bible is in harmony with this state Poland visited Loudville school Mon her cousin Miss Beatrice Lowe of1 P'°Ple of other c'asses do. and can
Jonesboro
i educate them that they mav take
ment. The first Hebrew did not live day.
and they know a young-looking
Surely you will want to try it!
• • • •
I for ten generations after Noah. His
The Seacoast Mission boat Sun-!their c’"ces with other children in
name was Abraham. It was the
Dice Head
beam passed this station March 111 ^be wcr'b Eor generations they have
I b"en accorded that privilege, and
third generation after Abraham! Keeper King was much pleased to going east.
Keeper Fagonde's wife and chll- j '' 0 can deny that the fishermen do
that we find the first Jew. The dates I hear through The Courier-Gazette
which are given by Dr. Woolsey are ■ from a number of old friends and dren who are now living in Beals Iro^ make 6°°d citizens? I see no
not to be disputed as they are very schoolmates who are keepers on dif were kept in by bad colds last week.! ™a"on^ why they should be denied
I that c'-ance now.
close to the date of the flood as re ferent stations. He would like to They are better at this writing.
In the veins of the New Englandlated in Bible narrative.
hear from Gus Wilson, keeper of
' e-s flow the best blood of our land,
We might ask a question apart Spring Point Light. Portland Harbor. I|
Quoddy Head
a-d for generations members of
from Dr. Woolsey’s remarks, “Why
The Federated Circle met at the i
is the world, at present, going lighthouse with Mrs. King Thursday I Monday was town meeting day at I many famtlie' have followed the
through such a period of distress?" | All bad a good social time and m-!
11 Jas
°Lthe °'d-fash-I ocean as a calling They considered
AT COLBY COLLEGE
CHEERFUL WORDS
—
-•
• observe
•
To those
who
and.................
think, the 1| complished lots of sewing. The Ma- 1| toned meetings like those when we; it a dut.v and noblv performed their
Co’.by closed for the spring vaca answer is clear. It is the result of sonic Club is holding a tournament, were boys perhaps 40 or more years ' ta'ks. The lobster fishermen, as well
Concerning a Busy Fish tion Friday noon, ar.d will reopen sin.
By going to our Bible we will the losing side to furnish a chicken ago. Several changes were made in | a' in other branches of the industry,
[Continued from Page One]
"The Democratic party." said Mr
March
31.
town officers for the year.
j a-e doing their share as producers.
find
that
such times are spoken of, surper.
Dealer and Busy Boat
• « ♦ •
The lucy and Evelyn is loading po- Thev are a part of the great, army
Brann, “faces a great responsibility
and moreover were experienced by
There
is
verv
little
shipping
going
Many students have been taking nations and peoples who rebelled
tatoes at I ubec for New York and ei"a"ed in a dangerous pursuit, plytional heavy taxation, reduce expen in the State and Nation, for when a
Yards
part in the elimination trials for the against God, and would not repent. in bv here at present. The river will Is about ready for sea. She recently ir.g their trade In calm and in storm
ditures. or combine both methods. party fails the voters generally elect
soon
be
safe
to
navigate,
then
busi

—displavlng a brand of courage
Rodney Feyler. wholesale fish deal six prize speaking contests which will If in this case the Bible is a reliable ness will pick up. Routine work, discharged coal at Eastport.
We have increased federal expenses its rival. Mr. Perkins has sa d that
be held during the spring. A total of Informant, can we not rely upon it
George Clark, B. M. lc. ls home at which is suroassed by no other labor
er,
did
a
thriving
business
during
washing
caint
arid
shellacing
floors
tremendously during the last few he has no panacea to offer, but in
$430 is given.
on a ten-dav leave of absence. ing e!a-s. In the battle against the
fpr other information? It is true seems to be about all here at present. Lubec
* • • •
January and February, handling
Boatswain and Mrs. A. G. Maker elements countless numbers have
years, while the income has been my judgment there is one.
that the Bible is not a textbook on
• • • •
more than 250,000 pounds of haddock.
The Colby Debating team will make science nor of history, it is a text
called on friends at Dennysville last given their lives, in a sense of duty
constantly reducing; a most inexcu
“First I would elect a Democratic
Deer Isle Thoroughfare
a 5000 mile trip to Tulsa. Oklahoma, book on religion and the purest,
week and en’oved the afternoon, to the work that was honorable and
Some
of
the
captains
who
fished
all
sable situation. The public interestI Governor, and with him I would elect
smarting March 24. and returning sanest religion known; but it is also
March 17 Mrs. Henry T. Conary I The roads were all clear and in very of which they had no fear.
winter
for
him
were
Capt.
Henry
April 13. During this time they will
demands federal retrenchment; in- J a Democratic Legislature. A Gover
Those who sit at home, consuming
historically and scientifically correct, came on the Sunbeam to make an good condition for this season of the
the results of their labors, little
other short visit here.
year.
stead of increasing expenses, we nor might have excellent ideas and a Gallant of Easton, formerly skipper debate with six colleges and uni and time will prove it so.
versities, asz well as taking part in
W. N. Mclsaac while preparing realize the hardships these men are
The weather has been so bad Keepmust cut to the bone. Taxes are firm determination about reducing of the Herbert Parker. Pilgrim, New several contests at the convention of
It is just such statements as Dr.
Dawn, and other large schooners:
’s and others, that are break- ! " and Mrs. Conary have been get dinner yesterday at the coast guard forced to undergo, working in zero
about to be increased over a billion taxes, but without a Democratic Leg- Capt. Whitney in the Madeline and Pi Kappa Delta, the honorary foren ”1 1 Woolsey
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ting mails eight and nine days be station accidentally cut his hand temperatures, spray flying over their
dollars by the present Congress to islature he could accomplish but Flora; Capt. Charlie Ross in thi sic society, in Tulsa. The three men ing down the faith of the world in tween. The keeper has two chambers quite badly. After the wound was boats and sheathing them with ice
the
Eternal
God.
Organized
atheism
little. Xlv
He IKtO,
has, however,
one glVt*
great1- Helen and Mav; Cat. wvn
John Baggs in who are to make the cross-country de- recognizes such men, in an authori- cleaned and painted and also the dressed by members of the crew he In winter, battering their way home
UUnClCl, Vite
pay for our federal extravagances. | Uttlv.
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N-l- bp. ing trip are Harold F. Lemoine—of tative statement as their strongest brass In the tower. Too much windy continued as usual with the same old against head winds when the pots are
power which should be exercised the Mishawaka: Capt. Abon
,
hauled, and continuing their work for
son. Capt. W. J. Bowden of Cutler, Kennebunk. Martin Sorensen of Coweather to do much on this station. routine.
“Some Democratic Congressman more and that is the power of, veto.
statement names some of
also other Cutlpr fishermen. During rinna, and Robert J. Finch of Cran- I
Harlon Murphy the little grandson
The cold spell is broken and it' hours afterward on land in prepara
may say ‘This is a Republican deficit;
ford
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”
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known
men
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clergy,
as
“Sometimes we do not appreciate January they fished 19 days.
who goes to school in Stonington is looks like snow at this time—St. Pat tion for the following day.
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I being allied with them, informally.
it is due to their mismanagement; how the cost of government has in•• • •
Forrest Maker will soon launch a
sick this week with toxin poisoning rick’s day in the morning.
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Finley,
associate
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Can
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wonder
that
God
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s
wrath
they have been in control of all the
but j(.
simply appalIir<? 40 foot fishing boat for Capt. Sher
Not an ounce of fairness, not a
uP°n the nations? I firmly believe
spark of patriotism, not a particle of
branches of the government and the Fifteen years ago when Oakley C. man White of Cape Elizabeth, with editor of the New York Times and i
A SIMPLE SOLVENT
former college president will be the , ^bat if the people of America, or
THE BOY SCOUTS
honor can be attributed to the citi
responsibility is theirs; let them Curtis was governor the State's a 10 - foot beam and a 3 foot draft, Commencement Day speaker at Col- any °tber nation, or even community,
zen of this entire country who will do
to be powered with two Buda enThe Value Of Cold Wa*er In Remov or say anything which will deprive
worry about it.’ That perhaps is a budget was only $5,000,000: last year gfnes;
by
next
June.
‘
Will
with
one
accord
turn
their
faces
one fi cyl. 55 h. p. and one
ing Stains Is Emphasized
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1° the living God who revealed Him- Many Activities Are Being
sufficient answer for those who hold the State expended $30,000,000 yet it 4 cyl. 35 h. p.
men of this calibre from earning fair
President
and
Mis.
Johnson
entersc*! by His Son. Jesus Christ, our
ni-ipen'-'ition or will call them un
Planned
For
This
Year
In
the welfare of their party above the has not grown.
Expenses have
At t-"e Nortoend boat shop. Axel tain d at dinner all cf the students Lord, the blessing of God would be
* Cold water is first aid to a'l kinds fair and selfish, knowing what they
niwm Gronros is bunding two power fishing
welfare of their country. But it is no simpiy gone on and on The
Rockland District
ine uemo- b3ats; ore a 30 footer for Capt whose parents had attended Colby, poured out upon them until all the
of stains, according to Helen Spauld- face in their fight all through life.
answer for the man who feels that crats will grant relief, and if they Tow “'end J Carman cf Amitwiiie There are 47 of thes" Colby sons,and | People shout for joy in praise and
-----ing, Extension clothing specialist at t- t'-n-o who think they will be in,
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thankSliVme
and
oHnrofinn
.V.he owes more to his country than do not they will go out of power. N. Y., to be powered with a 6 cyl. daughters now in college, including thanksgiving and adoration to the
The district committee and troop the University of Maine telling how i -nii’"*"-! into giving up a battle for
leaders cf the Rockland District are to remove spots and stains when principle which they know to be
he does to his party. Yes, this is a They must rise to their opportunity Euda and to have a Hyd? propeller. six whose grandfathers were gradu- , King of Kings.
ates of this institution and three who
[Rev.] Milton R. Kerr.
planning an active scout program for renovating dress fabrics.
richt, I mav say that the fishermen
Republican deficit, but this is not or they will lose the confidence of the The oti]er *>’at Is a 39 footer built on had great-grandfathers among the
------------------1932. This will include public and
The fresher the stain, the easier it have orlv be’im to fight. Thev have
,
speculation,
and
to
have
a
75
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p.
the Republicans’ country; it is my P6013'6,
parent meetings. | atrol leadership is to remove. If It is treated at once, assumed a determined attitude and
alumni. Louise Dyer, ’32. daughter of j THE GRANITE TRADE
gas engine.
training, troop committee meetings. cold water is the simplest and safest if thev di'-lav the same spirit which
country and it is yours. To my mind,
“We should dedicate ourselves to
At the \ard of R E McLain & Sen, John L Dver, '98. of Camden, was
Courts cf Honor, camping experience
arc carable of eiving to their
a Congressman serves his party best a moratorium on the passage of fur- the seiner-netter Falcon for Capl. present.
Conditions At Stonington fcr every Scout and the’opportunity solvent, since it harms few fabrics th"v
and is alwavs available and easy to daily ta-ks. I feel certain that the
who serves his country best. On that ther laws unless they are necessary Edd e Bracxett of Monhegan is rapof
the
Scout
program
for
every
boy.
apply. Cold water removes c"g t'mc w"! come when their occupa
and Mt. Waldo As Told By
'
,n™, completion. She is 60
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broad platform I ask for the suffrage financial laws.
stains. Fruit stains respond readily tion wl’i b" secure and will give them
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feet long. 14'? feet beam, and 514 feet
Union
Secretaries
The April meeting of the district to boiling water. If a water stain is p-c "ati"facto’'v reward for their
of the voters of the Second Maine
“One thing surely ought to be pro- draft to b? pc,.ered w;th a g cyl
committee will be held in the Cham left, it may almost alwavs be removed g-rviers which thev so juatlv deserve.
District; to such a program I pledge vided, and that is a revision of the Bridgeport “Pilot," and equipped
Tn cor"’’,s‘oi. as a member of the
The Quarry Workers Journal con ber of Commerce rooms at 4 p. m. by steamirg. Iaunderin" sets some
myself with all the energy and ability so-called blue sky law, relating to with Hathawav .‘■•nfiing box aid
tains the following chat from union April 7.
stains and then other methods mirt r'e—t drle'stion to Washington, I
the sale of securities in Maine. The s*-crn bearings. Wilcox-Crittendcn
x
♦ « ♦ «
at my command.”
secretaries in this section of the
w ant to publictv thank Horatio D.
be used.
sky is apparently the limit they can 2*?^
alJd ^yd" p‘°‘
All members of troop committees
State;
The solvent to u'c in an- case de r-ie. Commlsalcner of Sea and Shore
,
’
peller. The McLain family started
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will meet in the Chamber of Com pends on the stain and the fabr'c F'shrrics. cn behalf of the other
As the climax of the evening's ora gyp you under its provisions. Thev building i*,,^ at Hrcmen Long
merce rooms at 7 30 p. m. April 7, to The rule is always to start with the i "mbem. for the good work he has
torical feast Toastmaster Pike im don't even bait the hook. I would Island, over 40 years ago.
Stonington—Alex McGuffie
d’seuss the most effective methods of
an m-ponent of the pending
The Charles A. Morse * Son yard
Ian sorry to sav that business has helping the Scoutmasters plan and mildest solvents and use stronger |1 Plastera~bill.
pressively introduced Louis J. Brann, place teeth in the law so.that they
It was due to Mr. Crie’s
slackened un a little here. • The Deer carrv out the best possible troop ones in mceeas'on until something
Androscoggin’s candidate for the ; cannot unload these worthless securi- in Thomaston is busy building two
strong enough to remove the sta'n is wise guidance and untiring efforts
Inland
Company
laid
off
about
half
meetings. District Scout Executive
ties on the people of Maine "
gubernatorial nomination.
Its quarrymen some three or feur A. Kenneth McCartney will lead the found. Tie ab'oibents—blotting pa , t'-at icde the trip such a pleasant
1
, sign, to be powered with 25 h. p. Farr
weeks ago but it is getting so near discussion. Scoutmasters will attend. per, fullers earth. cAcn meal, mag | c 'o end cverv man returned with a
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marine gas engines, also two sailing
nesia—s^ou’d b" used first: then th" feeling of better understanding tospring now we are in hopes to see
A M1NSTRFI SHOW
the cast were Rose Flanagan. Anna dingies for Howe & Bainbridge, dis• • • •
solvents, beginning with water and "•n-d nr able commissioner, who has
the rest of the boys back to work
'
and Josephine Pellicane. Sylvia and tributors of Wam.'utta duck.
Thirteen merit ‘ badges and four follew"d hv gr"a'e solvent for vreasc ’"bored so zealously for years in the
soon.
... ,
r o d
J’ Ethel Hayes, Victoria Anastasia, LoCharles A. Morse, senior member
second class badges were awarded at
The John L. Goss Companv is go the March session of the Court of or wax. alcohol for gra's sta'ns, tur- i fr-irre-'s of- the lob'ter Industry.
Members or ot. Bernard s uta Knight, Mary Snow, Cecille Tar- of tbs firm, has been building boats
‘n Epv. Orville J. Guptill, the
ing ahead with its new wharf and Honor and three bronze palms and pentine for paints or varnish, aid
A
crain diff' Doris Gatti, Catherine Delano. for over 50 years, his first one being
Sunday
School
moving some of their plant so every one star badge were approved. The carbon tetrachloride, a safe non-in- F-acoa't nrssionarv. goes a vote of
Helen Pietroski, Roland Robishaw, built at Bremen, where he learned
thing will be all set for the spring Anril session will be held Friday eve flammable solvent fo- urease; and ’’ an’-s for h’s part in the fight and
Felice Perry, Beatrice Haskell, San- the trade under his father. Jonah
Prove Their Versatility
and summer rush. This company ning, Airil 8. at 7.30. All applications then combination' of c'cenica’s. Anv 1 F-e -Trit of f llewshin which he disford Delano. Miss Celia Brault as Morse. It was at P.remen that the
still
has three gangs of quarrymen must be in the hands of the chair of these chemicals should be tested r’i"cd I think no better representaOnce more the Sunday School of accompanist was assisted ably by an sons took up boat building, namely.'
at work and no word of laying any man of the Court. Judge A. L. Miles, before using, on an unexposed pa’t tH o' the lobster fishermen of
orchestra directed by Alfred Rougier. Wilbur, Charles and Jonah D Thev
St, Bernard's Church has put across whose numbers were particularly ap- wpre the originators of the famous
of the fabric, and should bg ri”u‘"d Mair" has nor assembled than at
men off as yet.
at least one week before the Court and used in the smallest possible Portland. Fridav, Feb 25. and I trust
It has been a great winter to work meeting.
a delightful entertainment Thurs- preciated by the audience.
Friendship sloop at Friendshp, where
Friday,
April
1.
is
the
last
quantity.
it was but the nucleus of an organi
so far—no snow, and the temperature
day evening's minstrel show reflected I The four end men kept the audi- they had moved. Wilbur and Jonah,!
for this Court.
A good way to remove stains is to ze’'on that will eventually come and
hasn’t been down to zero at any time. day to get them• in
the St. Patrick’s Day season and was ence convulsed, their witty remarks started in business in Friendship 50
• • •
stretch the stain'd portion of the unite t’"e lobstermen all over New
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given before a full house, the audi- containing some “pithy puns" di- years ago. Shortly after, Charles
Rockland District troops are co fabric over a bowl and hold it in England in the interests of systema
ence being at all times appreci-1 rected at members of the school and moved his business also to Friendship,
Mt. Waldo—F.. W. Averill
operating to hold a public Scout place with a rubber bard. The stain tic control of the lobster business.
ative and enthusiastic. The pro- audience. The chorus was very well and 21 years ago opened his plant ai
Business is much better than in Night en that the parents and friends should be moistened with cold watPr |
Raymond L. Teel
gram:
balanced, and the dancing and sing- Thomaston, where he has since built ,
January. Eighteen members are at of the Scouts of this District may see and the solvent applied with a m°di- j
Opening Chorus.
entire company ■ ihg acts won a big hand.
many fine craft tor Boston, Glouceswork at this date. As soon as the the various parts and activities of cine dropper or glass rod. The I
Song—Who's Your Little who-is?
The stage decorations of green and ter an^ New Eedford owners. He
quarry thaws out more men will be Scouting. Hard work and close co method is good for fruit or ink. A i
„ Trv
_ Somebody
_
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were most attractive, sham- has built
put to work. Looks like a busy sum operation on the part of every troop pad under the sta'n mav be used in
You
Else.Gcorgp»h^
Ethelbl»?v^
Hayes white
.
on ♦nearly r150 large vessels, of
Violin solo—Medley of Irish Atra
rocks being used as a background. frolri 80 to 125 feet in length, and I
and Scout will be necessary to assure stead and changed after each appli
Same formula . . same price. In
mer for Mt. Waldo.
There ls quite a crew of granite the fullest success of the public meet cation. This method is particularly
original form, too, if you prefer
Pretty Kitty Kelley. Domrnw Cucmeto Tardiff and Raymond Moulaison.
j Morse at 72 is still active around [
cutters at work and more will be put ing which is to be held Monday eve good for grease.
Sweet Jennie Lee.
•lb/corns
I the plant, and with his son Elmus,.
Now's the Time to Be In Love.
ning. April 18. in the Rockland High
back to work In the near future.
j who is partner in the business; keeps
Mary Snow
We are hoping that the Mt. Waldo School Auditorium. Pioneering, sig
Another thing that has greatly de
ST. GEORGE
Harmonica solo—Good-night Sweetheart
I things running smoothly.
Granite Corporation will get more naling, first aid, camping, and Scout preciated in value is a sucker list.— OVERW/MimON JARS USED YEARLY
Roland Robishaw
You'll find them in our
work before the present jobs are ceremonies will be features of the Lancaster New Era.
I Ate the Baloney
Mrs. Emma Nelson who recently
George Robishaw. Eddie Sullivan. Tom underwent a tonsil and adenoids op
show-cases already — we
program.
V'ARRLN
done.
Pietroski
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Quite a few brothers have come
don't wait for Spring to
Thank You. Mr. Moon.
Felice Perry eration at Knox Hospital is home
Hikes and training sessions for the
Harmonica—Southern Melodies
here from other granite quarries
Girls of the World Wide Guild will
home again and improving
come outdoors! Bring a
Sanford Delano. Eddie Sullivan. Roland
looking for work but there has been Patrol Leaders will be conducted by
! meet with Mrs. Ella Caler on the aftRobishaw. George Robishaw
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breath of Spring into your
no chance for them yet. The com the District Scout Executive and
I
ernoon
of
March
24
after
school.
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For Reliable and Complete Elec
Oh. What a Thrill.
Helen Pietroski
_ ________
Tom Pietroski Bear the name Lynn Products Co. No box of clothing for the children's hospany is planning to put the local help troop leaders Saturday, April 9. and
Bend
Down _____
Sister.
trical Service of Any Kind
SERVICE & REPAIRS
home with a bouquet of
When the Moon Comes Over the Mountain other burner Is manufactured bv this pital in Iloilo Philinn'ne Islands will
at work first and there may be work Tuesday, April 19.
First
Class Work at Fair Prices
Fellce Perry Ethel Hayes. Josephine
♦ * • *
these exquisite flowers.
company as claimed by the repre be made ready to send.
for outside help later.
ALL MAKES OF SETS
Pellicane Mary Snow
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
The Merit Badge Club of Honor Is
Closing chorus
entire company sentatlve of some firms. If in doubt
Mrs. Martha Conway Spear died
585-7 Main St., Rockland, Maine
Doctor says one’s mind may cause having an active season. The hon
early Monday morning after a severe
The end men were Melzer Pie- call or write
SILSBY’S
R. W. TYLER
Established 1920
indigestion. Before long, unless we orary members will be officially and
illness of several months. Funeral
troski Dominic Cucinello, Edward
A. C. McLOON & CO.
Telephone 721
371 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND get a break, nothing else will.—Wes^ thoroughly initiated Wednesday eve
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Sullivan and George Robishaw, with ) McLoon Wharf Rockland Tel. 51 arrangements were incomplete at this
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